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4A*
Frogaeteroae is the hormone responsible for the 
maintenance of pregnancy in mammals# The main sources of 
this hoa^ mone are two temporary structures, the corpus 
luteum and the placenta# Progesterone is also found in 
the adrenal gland and in the ovarian follicular fluid prior 
to ovulation#
Progesterone is an important intermediary in the 
Mosynthasis of the majority of other steroid hormones, 
(Figure 1.A.2#)# Its presence in follicular fluid is in­
dicative of its biosynthetic role and also a possible role 
in the meohanism of ovulation# (OatchpoXe, 1955H Forbes, 
1953)»
During pregnancy progesterone is responsible for 
the provision of a uterine environment suitable for the 
growth and development of the foetus# Also at this time, 
in most species of mammal, it is responsible for the re­
duction of cyclic ovarian activity, and partly responsible 
for mammary development#
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6Among the more amenai hioXogioaX effecte are
the thermogenic and anaaathetie properties of progesterone* 
Evidence of the former le eeen in the rise In body 
temperatitre of women following ovnlatlon ('fompklns^  1945)* 
This phenomenon is not seen in the cow after ovulation W t  
Can be demonstrated following parenteral administration of 
progesterone (Wrenn# Bitman and %kem$ 19§ô)-* In common 
with a number of other eterolde,progesterone# when injected 
Intravenously@ has the property of a ahort.«aoting general 
anaesthetlo* (Belye, 1941P and Merryman, Boiman, Barnes 
and Eothohildj 1954)#
Progesterone is also found in the lower animals 
where its ©mot function has not yet been elucidated*'
The structural formulae of progesterone and
related compounds which are mentioned in the text are shown 
in Figure ,1*4*5* Bee also Figure 1,4,1#
foloherua Goiter (X573) described the presence 
of cavities filled with a yellow solid in the ovary* 
do S'raaf (1678) gave a more definite aoootmt of these 
structures and noticed that their number appeared, to be 
related to the number of foetuses in utoro and therefore 
assumed that they only occurred after mating*
Malpighi (1689) using hie microscopical tech­
nique 0 gave the first accurate account of the structures 
and applied the name * corpus luteum*« Beard (1897) was 
the first person to put forward a suggestion of the corpus 
luteum function which has survived the test of time* lie 
postulated that it was reaponaible for the supproasion of 
ovulation and oeatrue during pregnancy* About this time 
Prenant (1898) suggested that it might be a gland of internal 
secretion directly benefitting the "egg" with which it was 
associated*
It was not until I905 that the function of the 
corpus luteum in pregnancy was conclusively proved by
fraenkel (1903) who demonstrated the necessity of the corpus 
luteum in the rabbit for the implantation of ova and the
8subsequent maintenance of pregmmoy* In 1986» Loeb 
demonstrated the requirements of the corpus luteum mi 
the ovary for cleciduoma formation in the guinea pig,
hoeb and Hesselberg (19X7) found that removal 
of the corpora lutea in pregnant guinea pigs allowed 
ovulation to take place* In addition they were able to 
shorten the cycle length in unmated guinea pigs from which 
the corpora lu tea were removed shortly after their fommtlon, 
This finding was subeequently confirmed in the cow by 
Williams (1981) and Hammond (1987) who were able to shorten 
the 21 day cycle in the cow by manual expression of the 
corpus luteum at mid cycleg oestrus and ovulation follow** 
ing in 2 to 5 days#
boob in 1983 reported that follicles may develop
in the guinea pig in the praaence of the corpora lutea but 
that ovulation did not occur* Hammond (1987) reported a 
similar situation in the cow#
Oorner and liurni (1918) injected rats with aqueous
extracts of sot-? corpora lutea but were unable to delay 
ovulation or alter the cycle*
Kennedy (1985) repeated this experiment in rabbits
9and although ovulation was inhibited in some subjects Im 
was unable to come to any aonoluaion due mainly to the 
toxic effect of the extract#
Papanicolaou (1926) prepared a lipid extract of 
sow corpora lutaa and? using weekly injections into guinea 
pigSj he was able to suppress oestrus and ovulation as long 
as injections were continued#
Oorner (192B) and Corner and Allen (1989) wore 
able to produce endometrial proliferation in rabbits by 
injecting material obtained from sow corpora lutea by hot 
alcohol extraction# (Substances which produced thia oMnge 
were knoim as progestine** ) • From thia endometrial response 
they were able to devise a simple doae/reeponae assay for 
**progeatins**# A major development followed the above 
expérimenta when the same authors using their extracts of 
BOW corpora lutea were able to maintain pregnancy in ovarie- 
atomised female rabbits# (Alien and Corner» 1929)*
Allen» in 1932, prepared a fairly pure form of 
this pregnancy * compound**» while Fevold, 111 saw and beonard 
(1952) also prepared e substance of high activity from sow 
corpora lut©a# A great deal of Interest was taken in these
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experiments and soon afterwards :lm 1934» the isolation 
of pure crystalline hormone extracts from corpora lutea 
was announced simultaneously by four groups of workers 
(Butenandt, Weetphal and Hohlweg» 19541 Hartmann and 
Wettatein* 1954; Blottag Eueokig and Fele, 1934a and 
1934h| and Winteroteiner and Allen* 1934)# Of the four 
groups of workers it was Slotta et al, who designated the 
compound progesterone and suggeeted a structural formula. 
Boon after this Butenaridt and Sohmldt (1934) synthesised 
progesterone from pregnanediol which had been Isolated 
from -pregnant women*a urine by Marrlan (1929)# This 
synthesis confirmed the prediction of Slotta et al# (1954) 
and demonstrated for the first time a relationship of 
pregnancdiol to the newly isolated hormone of pregnancy, 
progesterone#
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Following the realisation that preipianecliol was 
probably the main metabolite of the newly diaooverod preg# 
nanoy hormone# progesterone# Imming and Browne (195@) and 
Venning (195?) deeorlbed a method for the gravimétrie 
determination of pregnanedloX in the form of sodium 
namediol gluouranidate# The method suffered from the 
defect that the final extract warn mot pure end that 
spontaneous decomposition of sodium pregnamedloX gluouron* 
idate ooourred in the urine* In spite of these short# 
comimga they were able to demonstrate the physiological 
relationship between pregnanediol end progesterone by 
isolating the former compound from the urine of subjects 
who had received progesterone by injection* This was 
followed by a report on the excretion of pregnanediol ao 
an index of progesterone metabolism in women (Venning and 
Browne* 195?)*
âstwood and Jones (1941) eliminated some of the 
defects of the above method by introducing an acid hydrolysis 
of the urine* The final product was pregjrianediol which 
was estimated gravlmetrloally# The same year Talbot# Berman#
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MaoÉaohlan and Wolfe (X941) developed a procedure for es** 
timatlng free pregnanediol oolorimetrioally as the sulphuric
aoid ohromogen*
Several improvements of the ’^àstwooâ-Talbot*® 
method were elaborated by different groups of workers*
Enzyme hydrolysis was introduood by Talbot* Eyan and Wolfe 
(1945) and later by Oohen (1951)# This avoided the formation 
of the unwanted pigments produced by acid hydrolysis*
B3*ow cooling to effect the precipitation of preg- 
nemediol was one of the improvements advocated by Sommerville# 
Gough and Marrlan (1948)#
Oltromatogxaphy for preliminary purification was
utilised by a number of people (Huber# 1947; de W&ittevllle# 
1950g Btimmel, Randolph and Ooim# 1958» and Ohgmey# McKee# 
Fischer and McOolgan# I952)* It subsequently became apparent 
that these latter methods suffered from the disadvantage 
that impurities were giving rise to an over#estimate in the 
final readings*
Klopper# Mitohie and Ikown (1955) and Klopper (1956)
devised a relatively simple but spécifié method for preg# 
nanedxol suitable for routine laboratory use* This involved
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the w e  of Golumm absorption okromatograpliy and eubsequont 
aoetylatioE for further purlfioaticm# Final estimation 
was baaed on the sodium aulphite/sulphurio aoid ohromogen 
of the di**acetaie. Although acid liydrolysia was used in 
thia method there appeared to he no unwanted pigments inter­
fering with the final estimation*
" Pregnanediol was reported to be present In large '
quantities in the urine from pregnant cows (Marker# 1938) 
but 0»Moore (1947) was unable to substantiate thia finding.
A number of different groups attempted to settle tMa anomaly 
using a variety of the methods desoribed above# (Gowie 
and Greonbaum» 194#; Stevenson* 1947; and Hill# Peterson 
and Oohen* 1954)* However# none of these studies revealed 
the presence of pregnanediol in sufficient quantity to warrant 
any kind of quantitative estimation* In 1959# Klyne and 
Wright* in a very careful chemical study of the urinary 
steroids of the cow# were able to isolate only trace amounts 
of pregnanodiol in addition to a variety of other "diols^ \
From this and the report by Wright (1958) it would appear 
that the most important urinary metabolite of progesterone 
in the cow is 2^ * A n d r o s t : l 7 b(dlol which is found in 
very small quantities in the urine* A possible explanation
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Of the high levels of pregaanediol found by Marker (19.3#) 
in oowe urine ie given by Wright (1958) who ©uggeeted that 
faeoal ceatamination of the urine may have ooourreâ» partlaular- 
ly In view of the fact that a number of 021 diols have been 
isolated from cow bile (Pearlman and Oeroeo, 194#)#
It ia apparent that in animals other than man 
the route of excretion of progesterone metabolites is via 
the alimentary tract* as it h m  been shown that injected 
progesterone •• 4 * 014 results in a high percentage of 
biliary excretion of the radioactivity in cats (Taylor and 
Soratcherd# I960) and faecal excretion in rata (Bhen, Elliot, 
Delay end Doiay* 1954)*
In addition faecal androgen excretion In the oow 
is increased following the intra muscular injection of 
progesterone (Miller and Turner* 1955)* It would therefore 
appear that pregnanediol is of no value as am index of pro- 
gesterone metabolism in the cow*
The alternative methods available for the study 
of progesterone metabolism in the cow ares 
(a) Bio-assay Methods and 
(B) Ghemical Methods,
These will be discussed under separate headings.
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ÏÏsing the method of Oornor (1988) and Corner and 
Allen (1929) In which alcoholic extracts of luteal tisane 
were injected into ovarieotomiaed rabbits# Kimnra and Cornwell 
(193a) measured "progestine'* in sow corpora In tea during 
pregnancy tmû the oestroia cycle| the reeponea being measured 
8uhjactively as the degree of endometrial proliferation* 
ïïsing similar criteria* Bloch (1936) measured ''progeetine" 
in peripheral blood* The levels he found in the pregnant 
BOW were, however, shown to be a considerable over-estimate. 
(Short, 1958^).
A variation of the 0orner and Allen method was 
described by Clauberg (1930) utilising oestrogen treated 
immature female rabbits in which ovariectomy was unnecessary* 
HcGinty, Anderson and McCullough (1939) increased the sensitivity 
of the latter method by introducing the extract into an isolated 
segment of the uterine horn and noting the decidual response*
This method was used in a number of studies in an attempt to 
measure ’’progestins'* in plasma of different species* (Haskins» 
1939; Haskins, 1941; and Hoffman and ¥on Lam, 194#)•
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Blmpiro (1936) evolved a test for ^progestin"
In wMoh he injected extract© into the toad lævif )•
A poeitive result wsb indicated by ovulation* and ovlpoeition.
However, this was very aem-speolflo as a large number of other 
steroids, and also gcmadotropMuB, gave a positive result,
Dwyvene de liât (193## 1941) developed a bio-aeaay 
for progestérone using the female hittorling (SMiBS:Æ«â$aE) 
in whlGh the response to the extract was measured by the
behaviour of the ovipositor. Ho obtained some indication 
that pregestsroiie wa© present In the blood of the cow and 
the pig.
Hooker end Forboe (194?) devised a method of 
progesterone m m y  which had a sensitivity of 0*3 mlcrograme 
per mlorolltro, This involved the inti*oduetlon of an extract 
into an iaolatcd uterine segment of the ovariectomiacd mouse 
followed by an assessment of the hypertrophy produced in the 
* stroaml nuclei^  of the endosiotrlum*
Several groups employed this method for the 
measurement of peripheral blood "pi^ egcetina" In a number of 
different epeoies*
1ForbôSf Hooker and Pfeiffer (1950) • Monkey#
ForTaea (iggl) - Human and Bîonkaj#
Bryane (1951) Monkey*
Maher and 2.arrow (1954) ** Ewe#
îSarrow and leher (1955) •* Eahbit*
Generally speaking the resultb were eomewhat 
variable but many bore a relationship to auboeciuent chemioal 
determinations of progesterone#
Blo***assay methods however suffer from the defect 
of being relatively non-speolfic for progesterone and efforts 
were continuously being made to develop a specific chemical 
method for the measurement of progesterone.
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Properties, of lïrogesteronea Progesterone (pregnene-d***®^  ^
5:20 dione) is a 21 carbon steroid hormone possessing a 
double bond between carbon 4 end 5 and ketone groupa at 
carbons 5 and 20# (Bee figure X.â#5*)# In pure form it is 
a white crystalline solid with a molecular weight of 514 
and is very soluble in lipid solvents and plasma but almost 
insoluble in water* It has, in. comaion with many other A4 - 3 
ketone steroids, a well defined absorption peak at 241 mja in 
ethanolio solution*
fho chemical reactions of progesterone are again 
shared by a large number of different steroids* J^?heae 
include the %immeman reaction, in which progesterone shows 
up as a blue spot on paper after treatment with alcoholic 
potassium hydroxide# and the sodium hydroxide fluorescence 
reaction described by Bush (1952)# When treated with 
sulphuric acid it gives a ohromogen with an absorption peak 
at 290 ïïÿi a feature shared with several other steroids 
(Baffaroni, 1950)*
Progesterone can be partly reduced with sodium 
borohydride to yield small amounts of both its 20 hydroaqy 
opimers (lorymberski and Woods* 1955)# However, since pro* 
gesterone has no hydroxyl groups It cannot form an acetate*
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Bue to the presence of the ketone groups, 
progesterone will form derivatives with a number of compounds, 
&eee include the iBonieotinio acid hydra%lne derivative 
(Erooli# Giuiseppe and Huggieri# 1952)* l*he Mathiooemi* 
oarfoaîaene derivative# (Bvana and Gill am, 1943) and the 
biadinitrophenylfeydraaino reaction (Klein, Weiner and Gordon, 
1948),
Mono of the properties of progesterone so far 
described are suitable criteria of identification# fhey 
can, however, be u#ed as a means of quantitative estimation 
or for confirmatory tests provided tliat prior isolation has 
been effected by physical and chemical means#
For conclusive identification it is necessary to 
compare the infra-red spectra of the isolated compound and 
authentic progesterone6 Alternatively, using gas liquid 
ehrorâatGgrapîîy, the relative retention time of authentic 
progesterone can bo compared to the relative retention time 
of the unknown steroid#
Chemical methods# ’fheee are generally based on the 
properties described above and consist of extraction of 
the various tissues with suitable lipid solvents, some
20
agree of purification and using physical means either the 
direct measurement of (a) progesterone itself or (h) some 
chemical derivative of progesterone* fhe methods utilising 
the measurement of progesterone itself will be described 
first $
(a) Measurement, of Prpgest^  Itself; Reynolds and 
Ginsberg (1942) extracted progesterone by the method of 
Allen (1932) and then measured progesterone directly by 
ultra-violet spectrophotometry* !Ihe absorption in ultra­
violet light depends on the presence of/14 * 3 ketones 
however, since it was not possible, at that time, to separate 
progesterone from other 3 ketones, the method lacked 
specificity#
Haskins (I950) using a simple ether extraction 
measured by ultra-violet spectrophotometry the concentration 
of intravenously injected progesterone in rabbits* The first 
attempt to isolate progesterone by paper chromatography was 
made by Haskins, Sherman and Allen (1950) but this was only 
partially successful*
A further refinement in the purification of pro­
gesterone was made possible by the rather elegant paper
21
chromâtogra-phio techniques devised by î^ affaroni (1950) and 
Bueh (1952)# being the aqueous methanol paper ohromato* 
graphic system of the latter to isolate the progesterone,
Edgar (1953^ ) measured progesterone in body fluids and 
tissues of domestic animals using ultra-violet absorption 
at 240 He was unable to detect progesterone in the
peripheral blood of the ewe, cow, sow or mare, but measured 
the relatively high qumtities present in the ovarian vein 
blood of pregnant and cycling awes and sows (Edgar, 1952, 
and I953S  Edgar and lionaldson, 1958).
Independently, glander and Simmer (1954) using a 
similax^  method to that of Edgar (1953^ )^ isolated and measured 
progesterone in various body fluids and tissues of women 
during pregnancy and during the menstrual cycle* Eander, 
Forbes, von Müneterman and leher (1958) using the above 
method showed that the 20 liydroxy epimers of progesterone 
had biological activity which partly explained the discrepancy 
between chemical and bio-assay methods* Zander (1954) 
identified progesterone in human peripheral blood during 
pregnancy using infra-red spectrophotometry for final con­
firmation*
Raeaide and Turner (1955) using a combination of
Edgar*# and Zander*# methods measured progesterone in the 
ovarian vein blood of the goat and in the peripheral blood 
of oowe injected with exogenoue progesterone, but like 
Edgar (1953^ ) they were unable to detect progesterone in 
the peripheral blood of oowe dux’lng the oestrms cycle or 
during pregnancy#
Progesterone was raeaeured in the corpora lutea 
of sows and cowe in different reproductive states by boy, 
MoBhan and Oasida (1957) using'chromatogx*aphy on alumina, 
counter current distribution and final measurement by ultra­
violet absorption# They found a wide range of levels in 
sow corpora lutea (20 to 105 pg/gm of tissue) but the material 
was mostly undated# lo figures were given for the cow.
The use of sodium hydroxide treatment of plasma 
prior to extraction with organic solvents was utilised by 
Short (1958^ )» who employed other extraction and paper 
chromatographic techniques as well as direct ultra violet 
spectrophotometry which resulted in a method of excellent 
sensitivity, specificity and repeatability# Using this 
method Bhort measured progesterone in a wide variety of 
tissues inoluding plasma in a number of different species. 
Using very large volumes of plasma he was able to detect
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progesterone in the peripheral blood of cattle, sheep, 
piga and horses in different reproductive states# In 
addition he was able to measure plasma progesterone in 
women throughout the course of pregnancy (Short and Eton,
1959)*
Gorski, Erh, Dickson and Butler (1958) using an 
ethyl acetate t henssene extraction procedure, measured pro­
gesterone and its 20jl epimer in corpora lutea of cows. They 
also found progesterone in normal ovarian tissue and in 
the adrenal glands hut were unable to detect it in the placenta 
of the cow*
Oomparativaly large amoîmts of progesterone were 
isolated from the human placenta using sodium hydroxide 
treatment prior to ether extraction, followed by column 
cht’omatograpliy and counter current distribution (Balhaniok, 
Hoall, Zarrow and Samuels, 1952; and Dioafalusy, 1952).
Short (1956) also utilised pretreatment with 
sodium hydroxide followed by other extraction, counter current 
distribution and paper ohromatographio separation and studied 
progesterone levels in the placentae of the domestic animals#
He detected progesterone in the placenta of the mare but was 
unable to isolate if from this source in the cow, sow, ewe
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or hit oh# Pearlman (195?^ ) u M  Gorski et al# (1958) were 
also unable to find progesterone in the placenta of the cow#
as of Frogesteronei The methods 
described in section (a) above have all been based on the 
direct measurement of progesterone by ultra-violet spectro­
photometry# Several workers have prepared chemical deriv­
atives of progesterone in an attempt to attain higher sen­
sitivity éind specificity in the final reading#
Butt, Morris, Morris and Williams (1951) who 
extracted with an ethanol g ether (3$l) mixture, purified 
the extract by column chromatography and measured the 
Girard derivative of progesterone by polarographlc means#
By this method they were able to measure accurately the 
relatively high levels of progesterone in human placental 
blood# This was tte first time that progesterone had 
been measured in blood with any degree of accuracy#
PearXman and Oeroeo (1952; 1953) using ether 
extraction after pretreatment with alkali, followed by 
formation of Girard derivatives, counter current distribution 
and final estimation of progesterone as the bisthiosemicar- 
baside derivative were able to measure progesterone in human
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plasma as the dlnitrophejn^ dhydrassine derivative, but raïi 
into considerable difficulties with contaminating lipid 
material,
Sommerville and Deshpande (1958), using sodium 
hydroxide pretreatment of plasma, extracted with ethersmethylene 
chloride (4:1) mixture followed by chromatography on alumina, 
measured progesterone as the isoniootinic acid iaydrassine 
derivative, which unfortunately has a low molar extinction 
coeffioient and the method therefore lacked sensitivity#
(short, 1961).
OerteX, Weiss and Eik-Hess (1959) using ethanol 
for extraction and paper ohromatography for separation of 
progesterone, moaeured the sulphuric acid cliromogen of pro­
gesterone In ultra violet light. In this way they were 
able to measure progesterone in the peripheral blood of 
women during pregnancy and during the menstrual cycle.
Simmer and Simmer (1959) using an extraction and 
purification method similar to the method described above 
(Oertel et al. 1959)s utilised the thiosemloarbaaide deriv­
ative for the final estimation of progesterone, They were 
able to measure euooeasfully the levels of progesterone in
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the plaema of women during late pregnancy and the values 
they found agreed well with those reported in previous 
studies of this kind*
It will be apparent that mai# methods have been 
described for the measurement of progesterone in biological 
material* Generally speaking most of these methods were 
very elaborate and, due to emulsion formation# were un­
suitable for the processing of large volumes of plasma 
(Short* 1961)* On the other hand the method of Bhort (1950^ ) 
was suitable for dealing with the large volumes of plasma 
necessary for the estimation of circulating progesterone in 
cows which were the animals to be utilised in this study*
(Vide - discussion)*
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p.
Progesterone ha# been demonstrated in mmny 
bovine tissues.hut hm not been the anhjoot. of many 
invemtigmtionB due largely to the difficulty of oWting '
aeoumte meeouremente of the low level# which occur in 
this epeoiOQ,
llietorioal,...ina;yeyi In the dairy oow the importance of 
the oorpue luteum in the molntomnoe of pregnancy was 
demonstrated by Williame (1909) who showed that removal of 
this otruoturo during pregnancy resulted in abortion# This
finding waa mtiHmmd by Meao (1920) and BchmaXt# (1981)#
**l?r0geetisie** were identified in Im^e quantities 
in bovine corpora lutea by bio#&esay methods (Kimura* 1935, 
and Bretsohwsider, Duyvene and Eaayt 1942)#
Moifntt (1924) reported the oaae of an abattoir 
now in advanced progymnoy (approximately 230 days) which 
had both grossly and hietologieally a small non-funotlonnl 
corpus luteum. This was the first Indication that the sow 
in advanoed pregnancy might have an alternative source of 
**progestlm". the same author in a study of the corpus
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Xuteum during pregnanoy, HoKutt (X927), found that in 
many cows there was a marked regression during the second 
half of gestation, with histologloaX changes similar to 
that seen in the corpus luteum at the end of the ooatious 
cycle.
A convenient explanation followed when Adler# 
do Fremery and Tausk (1934) detected progestational activity 
in extracts of cow placentae using a bio-assay method. This 
finding was partially confirmed by Ehrhardt and Hardt (1937) 
who detected "progestine" in one out of three cow placentae.
Uron and Baeside (1951) confirmed experimentally 
the observation of MoMUtt (I924) when they showed that the 
removal of the corpus luteum in a cow 205 days pregnant, and 
without progesterone replacement therapy, did not interfere 
with gestation and parturition. In addition it was found 
that to maintain pregnancy in cows when the corpus luteum 
was removed prior to 200 days of pregnancy, 100 mg* of 
progesterone in oil had to be administered daily by intra­
muscular injection. McDonald# Hidiols and McNutt (1952) 
confirmed those findings and in addition found that in the 
event of early removal of the corpus luteum replacement therapy 
could be stopped as early as I40 days without abortion resulting,
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It was therefore ooneidered that the placenta of 
the cow produced progesterone in late pregnancy# However# 
Short (195&) was unable to detect any progesterone in the 
placentae of oowe . during late pregnancy* This was con­
firmed by Pearlman (195?^ ) and Gorski# Brto# Dickson and 
Butler (1958)* The latter group using ethyl acetate ex­
traction# paper chromatography and ultra violet spectro­
photometry, could not detect progesterone in three litres 
of uterine vein blood from a heifer in late prognanoy# nor 
in the placentae of six cows* They also confirmed the 
findings of Gorski, Dominguas# Samuels and Brb (1958) that# 
in addition to the corpus luteum of the oyole and of preg­
nancy# both the adrenal gland and the non-luteal ovarian 
tissue contained progesterone# In addition they detected 
20B I'iydroxy progesterone# a metabolite of progesterone# in 
luteal tissue from i)regmnt and non-pregnant cows* This 
conversion has been shown to occur in vitro in cow luteal 
tissue homogenates with added progesterone (Hayano# Dindberg# 
Weiner# Eoaenkrantz and Dorfmm# 1954)#
Bnglehart as early as 1930» noticed progestational 
activity in young rabbits injected with lipid extracts of 
the adreml gland* Gallov; and Parkes (I936) prep^ ircd extracts 
from the adrenals of most of the domestic animals which
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produced full progestational response in rabbits. The 
chemical identification of progesterone from the ox adrenal 
was reported by Beall and Eeiohstein (193$)»
Balfour* Oomllno and Short (1957) isolated pro­
gesterone from the adrenal vein blood pf pregnant and non­
pregnant cowB* calves and steers# Short (lg60^ ) estimated 
that the adrenal glands of the pregnant cow could secret© as 
much ae 1*5 mg/hour, which would represent a significant 
contribution to the maintenance of pregnancy# However, he 
pointed out that a proportion of this might result from 
surgical stress during canulation of the adrenal vein.
Balfour, Comline and Short (1959) have shown that 
the adrenal gland of the newborn calf secretes only 20 c< 
hydroxy progesterone but that there is a gradual change to 
progesterone itself which is complete by about 2 montl\a of 
age. The significance of this is at present unicnowii but 
suggests that an ensymio factor is involved*
Short (1957) made a few preliminary observations 
on plasma progesterone levels of the oow during the oestrous 
cycle# He detected the hormone in two out of five samples 
examined.
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Short (1958^ ) using large volumes of plasma 
measured progesterone in the peripheral blood of oattXe 
throughout the course of pregnancy and found that the 
level was of the order of 1 yag/100 ml until three weeks 
prior to parturition* At this time it began to fall 
and was undeteotable at calving#
Hares and Caoida (i960) measured by the chemical 
method of hoy et al* (1957), the levels of progesterone and 
the 20p epimer in the corpus luteum during the oestruB cycle 
in the heifer*. They based their finding on the estimation 
of corpora lutea obtained per vaginum from two heifers on 
days# 7t 9f H# 13# 15 and 17 of the oestr^ us cycle. Proges­
terone concentration was found to increase from 26 pg/gm on 
day 7 to a maximum of 45 pg/gm on day Ig# when 20^ îîydroxy 
progesterone was also at ite highest. There was little 
difference in corpus luteum weights on the various days of 
the cycle*
Zimbelman# boy and Oasida (I96I) studied the
progesterone level in oow corpora lutea on days I4» 18# 2),
28 and 42 of pregnancy* They found the highest levels on
day 14 (35 ))g/gm or 200 )ig/glmid) with a gradual fall in 
level with advancing pregnancy* The quantity of 20p hydroxy
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progesterone did not vary with the stage of pregnancy#
Several groupe of worker© have reported the 
level© of progesterone in the corpus luteum throughout 
the course of pregnancy* There appear© to he some diver­
gence of results,both in the levels found in the glands, 
and the stag© of pregnancy at which the maximum level was 
attained# Kaay (1942) using a bio-assay method found 
that the maximum level was reached during the 3rd month of 
gestation and tMs was subsequently confirmed by a chemio&l 
method of estimation (Stormshak and Irb, X961)*. Melampy# 
Hearn and Hakes (1959) ^nd Krietoffersen (i960), both using 
ohemical methods found maximum levels during the fourth 
month and fifth month of pregnancy, respectively# The 
concentration of progesterone varied with the method used 
but generally fell within the range of 10 to 25 of
tissue#
In a similar study to that of Itea© et al# (i960). 
Mares, Zimbelman and Oasida (1962) studied the levels of 
progesterone in the corpus luteum during the oestr^ OB cycle 
in the oow on daye 5, 5, 7» 9# 11# 13# 15# 17 and 19 days# 
They reported low levels of progesterone and the 20^ epimer 
on daye 3# 5 and 7 when on day 9 there appeared to be a
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marked increase from 25 pg to 33 pg pcr gram of luteal 
tissuo* The peak level of 45 was reached on day 15
of the oyole and fell sharply on day 17 to 7 jAg/gm although 
there was not such a marked reduction in corpus luteum weight 
at this time#
, îtoy# Zimbelman and Oasida (I960) and Zimhelman* 
hoy and Oasida (Igël) have studied the effects of adminiotered 
ovarian hormones in corpus luteum function and development in 
the cow# The general effect was tliat the progesterone con­
centration in the corpus luteum was depressed when exogenous 
progesterone was given hut the weight of the gland remained 
unchanged# l#en oestrogens were administered the corpus 
luteum regressed prematurely#
The relative abundance of progesterone coniparod 
to other steroids in follicular fluid of the cow was reported 
by Short (1962) in contrast to his previous findings in equine 
or human follicular fluid (Short, I960; Short and London, 
1961)# However, the author pointed out that tîiis hi^ lev#! 
of progesterone could bo partly due to contamination with 
fluid from luteal cysts*
Early embryonic death in cattle has been reported
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a©‘ a major cause of infertility by a number of different 
workers* (fanabe and Oasida, 1949; Laing, 1949; Hawk, 
Wlltbank, Kidder and Oasida, 1955; âadelX, 195$ and 
Greenstein and Foley, 1958)* In normal cowb the general 
finding was that a few days after aervioo fertilised ova 
werè present in approximately 98^ #^ while after one month, 
the percentage of oowe pregnant had fallen to approximately 
60^ L In oowe known to have diminished fertility (repeat* 
breeders) the figures were 60;^ and at 3 days and one 
month respectively* This constitutes a major production 
loss to the agricultural industry*
In view of the fact that progesterone is so 
intimately concerned with embryonic life a number of 
trials have been run to observe the effect of exogenous 
progesterone on conception rates and embryonic mortality 
in selected groups of cattle* Various workers have claimed 
different degrees of success with progesterario therapy for 
improving oonception rates in "repeat-breeders" and normal 
cows (Herrlok, 1953; Dawson, 1954; Wlltbank,' Hawk, Kidder, 
Black, Ulberg and Oasida, 1956; Johnson, 195$ and Hansel, 
MoBnte© and Wagner, I960)*
Some preliminary studies have been carried out
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on the r elationship between embryonlo death and the pro­
gesterone content of the corpora lutea in normal and 
"repeat-breeder" cows,
Using the method of Stormahak, Hunt and Erb 
(1961) which incorporates the use of an Internal marker 
of progesterone - 4  ^014* Erb and Btormahak (I96I) es­
timated the levels of progesterone and 2ÇB hydroxy pro­
gesterone In the corpiîs luteum, ovaries and adrenals in 
the normal and r epeat-hroeder oow during the cycle and 
during early pregnancy, and found the levels to be essen­
tially the some. The total quantity of progesterone was 
less than 100 pg until after the sixth day of oestrus# 
Maximum quantities were observed from days 14 to 16 of the 
cycle with six cows averaging 251 }%g per gland# Total 
progesterone did not decline until near the time of ex­
pected oestrus# During pregmnoy the average total gland 
level for seven cows at 25 to 54 days pregnant wae l6l pg 
while at 3? to 42 day© it was 250 jig#
Foote, Zimbelman, Ley and Oasida (1959) using the 
progesterone estimation method of Loy et al# (195?) studied 
the progesterone levels in corpora lutea removed per vaginum 
from first service and repeat-hreedor heifers on clay I4 of 
the cycle# Résulta indicated that there was no significant
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difference between the two groxtps of seven animale used, 
in the gland weight, progesterone content and proportion 
of functional luteal oelle# The study was repeated on 
each animal following the elapse of one normal cycle hut 
there was again no difference between the two groups and 
no difference from the previous results except that the 
weight of the first corpora lutea wae somewhat heavier 
on average than the second* The progesterone concentra­
tion ranged from IB to SO pg/gm and the total amount per 
gland from 80 to 3S4
Staples and Hansel (igSl) studied the proges­
terone levels in the corpora lutea of heifera in relation 
to embryo survival at 15 days after mating* Wmm a 
êîTOup of 2? animals the conception rate was 74?^  and there 
was no significant difference between the pregnant and 
non-pregpant animale in the levels of progesterone present 
in the corpora lutea* However the levels of hydroxy 
progesterone appeared to be substantially higher in the 
non-pregnant heifers* These workers also studied the 
effects of daily oxytocin injections in a similar group 
of heifers and found a much reduced conception rate (48/j) 
with most animals showing signs of precocious ovulation
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prior to ©laughter on the 15th day# In those animals 
which were pregnant the progesterone content of their 
corpora lutea did not differ from the levels found in the 
untreated group*
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e. HîOJEca M a  p m  m
The object of thl© study was firstly to estab* 
lieh normal blood progeeterone levels for the cow during 
the oostrw oyole* la addition it was hoped to establish 
tissue levels and study the metabolism of progesterone in 
thé oow at thle time#
Following the preliminary study the intention 
was to examine the distribution of progesterone in in­
seminated oows in an attempt to establish whether this 
hormone was related to conception rates or possible embryo­
nic mortality#
It was fortumte at this time that a study of 
embryonic death in cattle was due to commenoe in the 
University of Glasgow Veterinary Hospital*, This project 
was finajooed by the Agricultural Research Oouncil and was 
under the direction of Drs#. Boyd,. Bacsich and Young*, The 
object of this study was to compare the histology of the 
endocrine glands m û  reproductive organs of cows, j>regnant 
and non-pregnant at 16 and 26 days after insemination* In 
addition immunological and bacteriological aspects were to 
be studied#
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During the period of study it was hoped to 
examine, at the Veterinary Hospital, olinioal oases which 
might be influenced by progesterone or ita metabolites*
The methods selected for the determination of 
progesterone in plasma and in corpora lutea were those of 
Short (195^ ) and Rowlands and Short (1959) respectively.
For the estimation of progesterone in body fat, the extract­
ion and purification procedures vmre based on those of Allen 
(1952).
Owing to the difficulty of estimating progesterone 
in bovine tissues a considerable amount of time was to be 
devoted to the examination of the methods employed* This 
was particularly necessary with bovine plasma where, as a 
result of gel formation, difficulties can be encountered 
(hiring the extraction procedwre* In addition polar lipid 
impurities on the chromatograms can create problems which 
are not noriiially encountered in other species# (Short, 195B^ f 
i960, personal communication).
jSOI'IOH 2 - ME
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Introduotioni fho methods were based essentially on those 
of Short (1958^ ) and Rowlands and Short (1959) with some 
modifioations,notably the incorporation of an internal radio­
active marker of radio-progesterone (progastoron© - $ - 014)* 
With bovine plasma samples it was found necessary to aoetylate, 
then re-ohromatograph the progesterone spot*
A* HEAGMS#
Peroxide Free Ether* This was prepared by the method of 
Brown (1955) in which diethyl other B*P* Solvent was washed 
with a twentieth volume pf a saturated solution of ferrous 
sulphate followed by three l/lOth volume washings with 
distilled water* final purification was carried out by 
distillation at 38*, The peroxide free ether was stored 
in dark bottles and was used within a fortnight#
Ethvl alcohol: was "Special for Bpectrosoopy" (James Burrough 
Limited# London)* This was not re-distilled before use*
All other organic solvents were re-distilled before use on 
a 60 centimetre fractionating column packed with single turn 
glass helices*
4%
Eroge#%Pm (progosterone - 4 - GI4) waa 
obtained from the Radio Ohemioal Centre» imersham* fhe 
epeolfio activity ma 27#9 j^ o/railligram with a radio 
ohemioal pnrity of 102*0^ ,
Marker Bteroi.do were obtained from the H*E#C# steroid 
Reference Collection, throngh the courteay of Profeasor 
W* Klyno.
All other chemicals used were of Analar grade^
FIGDR£ 2.B.I.
ELUTION APPAHATÜS,
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B...
Ctlasa Homofienisera m m  mad© by Wesley Ooe Go* îitd*, 
Oarabridge* ïghey were 10" in length and made to the 
speelfloatlon of Dr# Bamuele*
A rotary film evaporator ((^ uiokfit and Quartos) was used 
to evaporate methanolio extraots to dryness*
Ohromato^ranhy.tanks were obtained from Bhandon Soientifio 
Go# ltd.# Dondon* ^he type used waa the ïïnlversal 13” 
Strip Ohromatanka*
A ITanovia " Ohromatolite” Ultraviolet Pg^ mp emitting at 2337A 
was used in ultra violet contact photograpiiy#
Blution Annaratus was a modified version of that deeorihed 
by Zander and Simmer (1954)i made by Oamlab Dtd.* Cambridge. 
Bee Figure 2#B#1#
4 ïïnioam S>*F*500 snreotro photometer was used for final 
reading of samples#
Quarts miorooella of capacity of 0*4 ml and an optical 
path of 1 cm# were used in conjunction with a quarts 
focusing lens*
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FIGURE 2.B.2.
CHROMATOGRAHtï CABINET
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Carbon 14 o.ount^ m* oaulnmeEt Carbon 14 wae measured with
a thin mica end»*wiMow C.M* tube type B#¥*3H. (20th Century
Eleotronios) and a Fanax Boaler type D. 657#
  Cabin.e;t, SMa m u  uaed for tempemture con­
trol of chromatography tanks and was made by Mr* Guutrip,
Senior ^ feohnioian in Animal Eeaearoh Station, ïtotiïigdon 
Read, Cambridge, through the courtesy of Dr# f#E#E# Mann. 
Vide photograph - figure 2#B*2#
Glassware lost of the glaaeware was supplied by Quiokfit 
and Quarts htd# This included distillation apparatus, 
separating funnels, oondenBors, equipment fitted with 
ground glass joints#
oLBARSiRd Of
All glassware used in the determination was soaked 
overnight in ahromio acid (Cone. : Saturated potassium
dichromâte - 1*1). Several washings in wami water was 
followed by a two hour immersion in an Q*2fâ solution of 
sodium sulphite - acidified with sulphuric acid to remove 
any remaining traces of chromic acid. (Brown J.B*, 1955)* 
After repeated washings with warm water and a final rinse 
with de-lonised water the apparatus was dried in a hot air 
oven at 110^ #
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The tissues used in the present study were bovine 
plasma and bovine corpora lutea# à small number of bovine 
body fat and milk samples were also utilised* The blood 
samples were collected from the Jugular vein by means of a 
canula with sodium oxalate (0,25^ ) as an anticoagulant,
The blood was spun down immediately in an M.8.E, medium 
refrigereited centrifuge at 0*^0 for 1 hour at 2,000 x G, 
Blood samples which were obtained at a'distance from the 
hospital were collected over ice and stored at 0^ 0 until 
the plasma could be separated# Plasma samples were stored 
in a deep fraeso at -15^ 0#
The majority of the corpora lutea were obtained 
at slaughter. These ware carefully dissected from the 
ovary, weighed, and a portion weighing approximately 0#5 gm 
was removed for assay# A small number of corpora lutea 
were removed from the live animal per vagimam under poster­
ior epidural anaesthesia# The animal was restrained in a 
"crush" and 4 OQ of a f^ù solution of procaine iiydroohlorid© 
injected at the saoro-ooccygeal Junction# Anaesthesia 
followed within minutes and involved the buttock, perineum, 
vulva, vagina and tail# The vaginal floor was
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deprasaed by means of a long metal probe and an inoinion 
of 3*5 oma. waa made with a guarded blade in,the doreal 
anterior vaginal fornix* The depreeeion of the vaginal 
floor was a precaution against accidental damage to the 
aorta or reotim# By rectal manipulation the ovary, 
containing the corpus luteum# was guided through the 
incision into the vagina where the corpus luteum was on* 
ucleated# The ovary in this situation could be inspected 
by means of a vaginal speculum#
Bullock blood was collected over ice at Glasgow 
Abattoir and conveyed to the laboratory where separation 
of the plasma was carried out at 0^ 0#
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The procediiree can be considered in the following 
etepe*
1. 1 r. gZSSTOSt oruae lipid eattxaotion of plasma,
corpus luteum or other tiesues#
2# M F M  OBEOMATOGEâPIlIâ eeparation of et oroide from 
other lipids#
?• MM'
"spots" on chromatogram.
âPHYt location of steroid
recovery of steroid from paper using elution
apparatus described above#
3BilOTROFHQTOI4BTEYt quantitative estimation of steroid 
in ÏÏnioam 8*P# 500 at 220$ 240 and 260 millimicrons#
6# GAE'BOB^% O O M W t X i measurement of recovered radio
activity direct from test solution in quartz taiorooells#
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PLOW SCT« gOR EaBUOSIOH OF gLASM.
Treat with *|fa MaOH add 1000 o.p.m. progesterone 
- 4 * 014 and extract 2$ 3 or 4 times with an 
equal volume of ether.
> P1A8MA EBSimB
t
Wash with 1/10 volume distilled water to 
remove traces of laOl#
WATER sommm 
RESIDUE.
lihraporate to dryness, rediasolve in light 
petroleuBi and extract with aqueous methanol.
Lium HimODEUM 
RESIDUE.
Evaporate to dryness on rotary film evaporator 
and transfer to 2 ml glass tube with washings 
of absolute methanol.
CM0E4T0QBAFHY
This is followed by elution, acétylation, re- 
otoomatograplîy and measurement in speotro- 
photometer. Eadioaotivity in sample counted 
and recovery ^  calculated#
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1 '
(a) [RMBMAs $00 ml bovine plasma mu tmatuâ with 5- 
sodium hydroxide to give a final concentration of 
0*18 jug of progesterone - 4 - 0x4 (approximately 1000 
counts per minute) was added in 0*2 ml benzene by means 
of an auto zero pipette* A standard planohet containing 
the same amount of radio-progesterone was prepared at the 
same time*
The plasma sample was stirred with a glass rod 
to ensure thorough mixing of radio-active progesterone, 
plasma and added sodium hydroxide and then extracted 2, 3, 
or 4 times with an equal volume of peroxide free ether*
Ether extracts were pooled, washed with a l/lOth volume 
of distilled water to remove traces of sodium liydrcxlde, 
and concentrated to near dryness in a waterbath at 70^ #
The last traces of ether were removed in a stream of nitrogen 
over a warm water bath*
During the ether extraction of the plasma from 
certain individual cows there waa a tendency for the for­
mation of a gel which varied from a slight thickening or 
increased viscosity to a solid table-Jelly like formation*
5 2
LUTEAL
Homogenise luteal tissue with 4 % 5 ml portions 
of g-i?5 laOIl ¥/?• Add 1000 o.p.m# of progesterone 
" 4 * 014 and extract homogemt© with 6 x 14 
volumes of ether.
Wash with l/lO volumes of water until neutral 
to litmus.
BTÏÏÎÎU î^îY'lV'îAfi'î
Evaporate to dryness, rediasolve in light 
petroleum and extraot with aqueous 
methanol*
V
TÏSBÏÏE
RESIDUE
WATER SOLUBLE 
4=- RESIDUE
LIGHT PETROLE#! 
RESIDUE
Evaporate to dryness on rotary film evaporator 
and transfer to 2 ml. test tube with washings 
of absolute methanol.
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gel formation occurred it was usually after the 
first ether extraction had been taken and it was noticed 
in both fresh and deep frozen samples. It oaourred more
commonly in the first two or three samplee taken from 
individual cows then it seemed to taper off folXovJing a 
slight increase in the plasma yield from these cows* It 
also oocurred in one cow (which had not exhibited this 
phenomena previously) following a course of injections 
with chorionic gonadotrophin. (L.H. Mainly).
The difficulty of the gel fomation was over­
come by adding 100 ml of distilled water to the "gel" 
plasma and gently stirring until the plasma had re-dissolved 
whereupon the extraction process continued with extra 'ether 
to make up for the increase in volume.
B* pORPORA LUTE A 9 The extraction method imed was based 
on that of lowlands & Short (1959)* The luteal tissue 
was homogenised in a glass homogonlser with four 5 ml* 
volumes of 2^ fg laOH (w/v)* 0*18 ug radio-progesterone
(1000 c.p.m.) contained in 0.2 ml benzene waa added to the 
pooled homogenate which was extracted six times with 2§ ml 
ether# A standard planohet containing the same amount of 
radio progesterone was prepared at the same time* The
FLOW SHIM FOR M B
To each 100 gms of homogenised fat add 10 ml 
5M MaOH, mix and allow to stand for $0 minutes, 
Extract 3 times with an equal volume of ether*
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FAÎ BKSIOT33
Wash pooled ether extract with l/lO volume 
distilled water to remove traces of laQïî and 
evaporate to dryness*
WATm SOLUBIjg 
RESIDUE
T
WASHED ITHEE BKTEiOT
Extract residue twice with 400 ml 70fo methanol 
at 25^ 0 freeze to -15^ and filter cold#
ETHER SOLUBLE
1> FAT RESIDUE
V
Evaporate to drynaas and transfer with 3 washings 
of absolute methanol to a $ ml centrifuge tube* 
Eedissolve in 5 ml. warm 70^ methanol and freeze 
at -15  ^overnight. Gentrifuge at 2,000 G in the 
morning and decant supernatant iJhioh is evapor­
ated to dryneae*
In most oases acé tylation and re chromatography 
was necessary to purify the sample#
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other extracts were pooled and washed three times with 
2 ml portions of distilled water or until neutral to 
litmus paper. The ether extract was then evaporated 
to partial dryness and final traces of other were removed 
with a stream of nitrogen in a warm water hath at 50^ *
The dried ether extracts of either plasma or 
corpora lutea were then treated in the same way. They 
were taken up in 3 x 10 ml volumes of light petroleum 
(40^  - 60^ ) and transferred to a separating fumiel. The 
light petroleum containing the lipid extract was then ex­
tracted six times with 10 ml 70/4 methanol (Allen, 19)2).
This allowed for separation of the steroids from the pig­
ments and crude lipids contained In the light petroleum* 
Frogeatorono under this ay atom has a partition co-efficient 
of one (1) so that theoretically the methanolio extract 
contains 98.4^ > of the available progesterone*
The methanolic extract contained in a 500 ml 
round bottom flask was then taken to dryness on a rotary 
film evaporator using a water hath at 60^0 and a reduced 
pressure of approximately 60 mm of mercury*
The residue was dissolved in 1 ml absolute methanol, 
transferred to a 3 ml glass teat tube, and evaporated to
FIGURE 2.D.1
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drynoaa under a etreum of nitrogen in a water hath at $0^ * 
This was repeated using one further washing of 1 ml methanol 
and lastly one of 0*5 ml methanol.
0. Using pre-treatment with sodium hydroxide
and the froeze-preoipitation methods employed by Allen (1932), 
body fat from cows was examined for the presenoe of proges­
terone. The initial purification steps are shown in the 
flow sheet for body fat* the final acétylation and chrom­
atography being identical to tlmt used for other tissues•
2. OîUiûMATQGliAPIHt Preparation of paper* Wiiatman 
chromatography paper Io*20 in strips measuring 11*5 % 42*5 
orns. were washed by descending flow in absolute methanol 
for 4Q hours and then allowed to dry in air* The residue 
in the test tube was dissolved in 0.05 ml absolute methanol 
and applied to the paper in atri%)s using a hot air blower.
In order to ensure the complete transfer of the residue to 
paper, two further washings of 0*025 ml absolute methanol 
each were used and applied to the paper as before. Marker 
steroids are shown in Figure 2.D.1,
The paper was placed in the chromatography tank 
in such a way that the origin line was placed 6 cms. from
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the trough edge and the first 4 erne* of the paper was 
horizontal (Bush, 1952)# The paper was equilibrated in 
the tank for 1 hour at 2$^  before the solvent mobile phase 
was run in# The solvent system used was Bush type A,
8(^ 4 metMnol * light petroleum ($0^  - 100^0) Isl (Bush, 
1992)# The additional eyateoi of -70/4 Methanol * hexane 
(60^  - 60^) was found to give a good separation of pro­
gesterone from the solvent front when this was required#
When a new tank waa set up for chromatography 
about 200 ml. of each solvent was placed in separate 
containers in the tank and an equilibration period of 10 
hours was allowed before a^ iy chromatography was oariled 
out in this particular tank# (Clayton, I956).
The chromatograms were normally developed with 
100 ml of mobile phase and a descending flow of solvent.
The time allowed for development was 2j^ hours and the 
papers were dried at room temperature in air.
3. chromatograms
were placed on top of a sheet of contact paper (Kodak 
Duostat Reflex 13) and pinned to a thin wooden board which 
waa then flexed to ensure good contact of the papers during
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expositré to ultraviolet light* Photo^ ixapl^  was carried 
out at a diotauo© of 20 oms* from the source (Hanovia 
Ohromatollte) for a period of 3 aeoonde. The contact 
photographe wore developed, fixed, and washed in the usual 
manner then dried in a curved p^ rint drier to prevent shrink­
age or distortion* Steroids paeseaaing a A 4  ** 3 Ketone 
(exp unaaturated Ketone) group ohowed up ae white spots on 
a dark background* Figure 2*B#1* (Fisher, Farsons & 
Morrison, 1$#; Markham & Smith, 1949î Buah, 19521 and 
Haines, 1952)# The whole procedure was carried out in 
a photographic dark room with normal safety conditions of 
lighting*
4* IÜLUTIOH* The chromatogram was re-applied to the dry 
print and correct apposition waa achieved by the pin holes 
present* The exact location of the a teroid was determined 
by holding the two papers against an ordinary light source* 
A faint pencil line was drawn round the spot which was then 
out out* A paper blank of the same dimensions was taken 
from an area the same distance from the origin as the test 
spot, i*e® of the same Ef* value* The bottom edge of the 
areas removed were cut to form a blunt point as described 
by Bush (igdl), then suspended by means of stainless steel
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oXlpe in the elution apparatus described above* 5 8)1 
absolute methanol was then allowed to drip slowly onto the 
papoi'a and the flow was adjusted so that elution %me com­
plete in 20 minutes* The eluatee were collected in 100 ml 
round bottom flasks*
5* BFBOTEOHÎOTOMITOYI The test and blank ©luates were 
evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure in a water 
bath at $0*^ 0* The residues were re-diasolved in X ml 
ethanol and transferred to the quartz microcells. Absorp­
tion measurements were made at 220, 24O, and 260 milli­
microns in a Unicam S.F# $00 spectrophotometer. The 
formula of Allen (1950) was used to compensate for linear 
background absorption due to impurities. The corrected 
absorption can be expressed as follows;
Corrected optical density
« 0*D#240 -  (0.D .220 + O.D.26O)
at 240 mp 2
The amount of progesterone present in the test solution 
was calculated from the standard calibration curve shown 
in Figure 3*1.2.
6* CâîlBOI 14 OQÏÏMTTJG» Immediately following spectrophoto­
metry 0.2 ml of the test solution was removed from the
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mioroofôll by means of an auto-zero pipette, vmx into a 
nickel planohet, and allowed to dry with gentle heating# 
Carbon I4 activity on the teet pXanohet was determined in 
the counting equipment described above* The standard 
planchet, containing the amount originally added, waa 
counted before and after the test planchet# From these 
findings the percentage recovery of the radioactive tracer 
was calculated and this was taken to be the same as the 
recovery of any progesterone present in the original sample,
The precautions observed in the use of 0^^ were 
those described in The Gode of Practice of Persona Exposed 
to Ionising Radiation in University Laboratories (I96I),
B. PROOESÎÎsnnsTO TW wt Jf UVH #
C, laOOEBamOIE LOTEtS IH  ÏHB cov/ 
BHtllWG mmLY HiESlMCY.
B. PKOGESl'mOHE lÆVBLB IJJ COVJS V/IŒ  
, CBHÏAIH CLINICAL COHBÏflOHS.
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A. 2XAiaMA‘Jioa OP ï«:
m  this Beotion the results obtained during the 
preliminary study of the method are presented under the 
following headings#
(1) Absorption spectrum of progesterone and 
the use of the Alien Correction#
(2) Préparation of oonoentrated solution and 
oonstruction of calibration ourve.
(5) Eeoovery of progesterone from bovine plasma.
(4) Becovery of progesterone added at various 
steps in the procedure#
(5) The use of progesterone - 4 * 014 us an 
internal marker.
PIGÜKE S . A . I .
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A* oS Motho<lo*
(I) #@prD;llqm E^ -oeotiwa q^ ^ pm^ i'eBterone in .ethanol
A ctompQiand abeor'ba light of different vjav© longtho 
to a vaxyiîig degree depending on the ohemioal mtnre of the 
oompound under inireatlgatloii, e*g# there is intense absorp­
tion of light at 240 millimiorons (sji) in the ease of steroid 
^4 ** 3 ketones inoXnding progesterone# An absorption speo* 
trum can thus he determined hy plotting optioal density against 
wave length. fhe absorption speotrum of progesterone in 
ethanol is shown in Figure 5.A.1# It should he noted here 
that an identioal curve is produced by many other steroids 
possessing the A4 •• 5 ketone grouping. fhus without prior 
chemical isolation, in this case by paper clwomatographio 
means, ïï«¥. absorption is non-specific# It is also worth 
recalling her© that this property of b.V. absorption is used 
for detection of progesterone and its 20 hydroxy epimers on 
paper chromatograms as described above on page 58 under 
methods.
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FIOOEB 3.A.2.
EXPLANATION
3*02402 20 260200
4y
a 0 2 O
WAVELENGTH ^  M IL L IM IC R O N S ^
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In QTâBt* to obtain maximum seneitlvity during 
speotropbotomotrio estimation it ie esaential to use the 
mv© length at ijhloh maximum absorption ooours, in this
oase 24-0 millimiorons» ^his is termed
Should* however* there be present other material 
whloh absorbs light in the^ max# region then it is necessary 
to oorroct the optical density reading for this Interfo* 
renao. The method used to correct for these impurities ia 
tlmt described by Allen (193Û) and is based on the provision 
tlmt the absorption by the impurities is of a linear nature 
over the required wave length range# Thus* toy measuring 
the optical density at wave length equidistant from the 
absorption maxiomra* and subtracting the average of the two 
from max# a new figure is obtained whioh is more represent* 
atlve of the optical density of pure progesterone at this 
concentration# This is shown diagramatically in Figure
3.A.2f
The Allen Correction can be represented by the
formula;
Oorrectod = AO - .(mLL#). = AC - BO
2 iX  ^ - “
To demonstrate the usefulness of this procedure 
a îfiypothetical case of two absorption curves of progesterone
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I)is uhomi in Figure 9♦A* 2# At first sight the upper our*ve
would appear to represent a higher concentration of pro­
gesterone than the lower one 'beoauee AO is Rmoh greater 
that BO* However, after the applioation of the Allen 
Correction to each curve it will be aeen that the optical 
densities of the two solutions are represented by the 
lines AX and BY* Therefore the corrected calibration 
curve is based on the apparent peak (AX or B¥) and not so 
much on the total height of the curve (AC or BO)*
F16TOB 3.A.3.
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PROGESTERONE CALIBRATION CURVE FOR 
UNICAM SPECTROPHOTOMETER — QUARTZ MICROCELLS
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(2) Efepamtloîî. of oonoontrated giolution and oalibratlon
onrve*
Progesterone was obtained from Moears# Organon 
Ltd* 9 and this was cheeked for chemical purity by chroma^ 
tographing approximately 100 jAg using Bush System â* It 
was established that there was less than 1^5, contamination 
with either of the 20 lydroxy epimers of progesterone*
20 mg of pure progesterone was dissolved in 100 ml 
absolute ethanol and suitable dilutions were made with 
absolute ethanol to give a series of solutions of known 
concentration* The optical density of these solutions 
was measured at 220, 2 #  and 260 gp using quarts micro* 
cells in the Enicam $*P* 500 spectrophotometer, and the 
calibration curves shown opposite in Figure 5*A*5* con** 
struoted* It will be seen that over the range used the 
relationship of progesterone concentration to optical 
density is linear thus following the leer-Lambert Law#)^
    added to ____
pooled bullock plasma was obtained at the abattoir* 
Ï0 500 ml aliquots of this plasma was added 5 yg of pure
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BiaOOTORY Off mOGKB$EROm ABDISD %0 500 ml BOVINE QftSTOWR
mm PLASMA,
Amount ilcMod Amount Recoverod Percentage
in jUg* in Eg. Reoevery
mi Ill mi
5.20 3.10 3^ ,9fo
5*20 2.82 54.2#
5.20 8.88 55.4#
5.20 2.58
5.20 4.10 78.9#
S,B, " 10.17s S.E. » 4*55 Moan = 59*5^
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progesterone and the estimation as described on the flow 
sheet in the method section was carried out. tHahXa 3*1.1# 
shows the quantities of progesterone which were obtained 
at the and of the procedure# It %/ill be seen that no 
progesterone was detected in the blank sample and that the 
average recovery of the added progesterone was 59*5/^  *
4*55 (B#B*)# Whis compares favourably %?ith the results 
obtained by Short (195B^ ) who recorded a mean recovery 
of 63j4 Î 2# (S,B.)i
In an attempt to establish a basal leve3. in 
bullock blood a further 2§ litres of pooled bullock plasma 
collected at slaughter %ms estimated as individual portions 
of 500 ml* Again there was no detectable progesterone in 
any of the individual gOO ml samples or in the 5 elu.tied 
samples re-pooled and rechromatographed as one sample# 
However, it was observed tîmt with each sample and as in 
the original plasma blank the first chromatogram sho%/ed a 
spot which ran at the same Ef* as progesterone but which 
had no absorption peak at 240 millimicrons, was negative 
to the Timmerman reagent, and disappeared when subjected 
to acétylation and rechromatography. Themme type of 
contamination %/as seen on the first chromatogram with a
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fffliEîsAÆi
,mimM2JLooGmig,SEa»
Aiaoiant Added 
in )jg.
5.20
5.20
3.80
6,10
6.10
6,10
Amount Recovered 
injig.
4.43 85.2#
4.52 06.9#
4.80 92.3#
3.31 90,3#
5.02 82.3#
3.50 90,2#
Percentage
ReooveTy
B.D. » 5.42: S.B. a 1.40 Mean - 07.9#
OP m m i m m o m  moM
AMD BLOTIOîI,
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P H 0 G E S I’ E H 0 M E
Amount Added Amount Booovered Percentage
in pQ, in jug. Recovery
5.20 5.00 96.2^
5.20 4.95 95,2^
5.20 4.60 88.5^
6.10 5.65 92.6^
6.10 6.00 98.4?^
6.10 5.48 89.8^
S.D. = 3.84» S.K. B 1.72 Mean « 93.4?^
num'ber of cot-î plaama eamples» üîîie exaot nature of this 
material is not known but waa thought to be a fairXj 
polar liplO. material from the plaeraa*
(4)
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In view of the low recovery from bovine plasma 
information was sought aa to where the losses of progeo- 
torone were occurring» fo this end the procedure was 
broken down into eteps and known quantitiea of progester­
one added at various pointa after which the estimation was 
carried out to oompletioni
Xi
Ikible shows the results obtained when 5 jxg of pro^
gesterono was added to 1000 ei1 of ether and it will be 
seen that - l#4f^  (B»E#) of the added progesterone
was recovered#
II# EBOOreaf 0.f ,PROaBBMOMl APPLIED fO PAPM. 
fable 3*â#3* shows the results obtained when 5 pg of pro»
Ç
geaterone was applied directly to Whatman Io»^0 chroma* 
tography paper and the procedure# chromatography# elution
and spectrophotometry# carried to completion. In this case 
the average recovery of the added material was Ï 3*5?^ *
s â m i f A d i
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mmMmtmsGovmim Aim m m
»r'«®STEHOœj«OM 500 m3 «in.t.nntf pi
(4.5131g "Organon" progestsrono in 1 ml. ethanol and 
1100 oounta of progesterone - 4 - 014 in 0i2 ml Bsnasne)
Sample Progesterone
recovered
1 1.75
2 2.75
3 2,30
4 1.81
5 2.78
Oounts/ralïi
recovered
Percentage Recovery 
Progesterone Radio*
progesterone
430 39 41
723 61 66
591 51 54
482 40 44
702 62 64
Means 51 54
COm’ilRISOH BEfVa«  RBCO?ERXES OP m OSESa'EROire AWS BADIO 
HiOGESl'SHOMB HIOM 1000 ml Ea'HER*
(4«5Ljig "Organon" progesterone in 1 ml. ethanol and 
1100 counts of progesterone - 4 - 014 in 0.2 ml Benaene).
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F^ roeritage RecoverySample
4.15
88
1002
00 1011
Means
iffiCOVSRY 03? RAmp-raOGES'L’EHOŒl OHiy FROM PAPJR
Ï  Alffi EMFMOl.,
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R A D I O - P H O O E S Ï E H O H E
Oounta/min
added
. iA w * WN#wikfMne»#rf#a;wae^AyBa5^.ww'y,9a'<T*MWM^^ w-»Vse*K«iisS»»44i!li^s«tts*Kt*i»*?^'t«i?£.5ii-;r4»^4*.tt*^^
logo
logo
1050
1030
1030
OoanifB/min
recovered
906
98$
970
1004
8.D. == 2.40s S.J]. - 1.07
Percentage
recovery
Mean
91.%&
95.7#
95.9#
[m2%
91.0# 
97.5^
® 94.4#
The comparable fignre for non radio-active 
progesterone eas 93.4# * 1*7 (8.E.) ae shorn
in TABIiB 3,1.3»
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From the above results it will be seen that the 
greatest loss occurs when the plasma ie extracted with 
ether' as subsequent to this good yields are obtained*
(5) iPhe ÏÏ8C ..Of .egogBS'tMone - 4 - OM,aB.,a.a lHli.CEnal
marker.
In view of the wide range of recoveries (?6,9# 
to 49.^0 (Table g,A*l*) obtained it was felt that it 
would be desirable in this study, which involves the 
detection of small fluctuations in very low levels# to 
have a measure of Individual recoveries,  ^ It was there­
fore decided to repeat the above recovery experiments 
using 0 1 4  labelled progesterone# firstly# to confirm the 
results obtained and# secondly# to determine if in fact 
there was good agreement between the recoveries of pro­
gesterone and radio-progesterone (progesterone « 4  - ÜI4) 
in individual samples. The recoveries of the two types 
of progesterone from plasma# ether and paper are shown 
in Tables 3.A.4»9 5#A.$,# and g.A,6,* respectively. It 
will be seen that in all oases the recovery of the pro­
gesterone closely parallels that of the progesterone -  4  ^  0 1 4 <  
This confirms the previous recovery experiments and would 
indicate that the use of progesterone - 4 » GI4 as an internal 
marker is justified.
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F u r t h e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  t h e  s t r u c t u r e  a n d  
p r e p a r a t o r y  w o r k  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  -  4  -  C X 4  i s  g i v e n  i n  
t h e  a p p e n d i x #
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PlSO tfSSIO B 01?
method used in the present study appeared to 
he well suited to the estimation of progesterone in bovine 
plasma in that a very small amount of steroid could he 
measured in a large volume of plasma. The incorporation 
of a radioactive marker to calculate individual recovery 
rate was particularly useful as it was found that recoveries 
of added progesterone in addition to being low (in the order 
of also varied between individual samples with a range 
of 4C^ J to 70# recovery# Another advantage of having aft 
internal marker was that in the event of additional purifi­
cation steps being necessary with an individual sample# then 
the exact recovery was known for this particular sample#
From the results obtained in recovery experiments it is 
apparent that the losses of added progesterone occurred 
during the ether extraction of the plasma# This is in agree­
ment with the finding of Short (195^ )^ ^ho found# in addition# 
a marked speoiee variation* It has been shown by Mk-Ees# 
Schellman, humry and Samuels (1954) that a number of diff­
erent steroids are in reversible combination with proteins 
in solution# Also# Wespiml# firohohein and Pearce (1955) 
have shovm that 9^^ of progesterone - 4 ~ GI4 added to
8 2
human albumin migrated with the protein during eleotro* 
phoresis# However# it would appear that with many steroids 
the link with protein is easily broken whan the plasma is 
extracted with organic solvents# (Bibile# 1953 and Bush# 
1955)# However# Bisohoff# Stauffer and Gray (1954) have 
indicated that the less polar steroids (which include 
progesterone) and the phenolic steroids (which include 
oestrogen) may be more firmly bound to proteins than the 
corticosteroids# However# Hooker and Forbes (1949) uc- 
timated that progesterone was 9pgG free in plasma# The 
observation that recovery of both progesterone and proges­
terone - 4 014 added to bovine plasma was lower when
gel forsiaation occurred during ether extraction suggests 
tiiat in these oases a mechanical trapping of either the 
progesterone or of the other or both may be partly respons­
ible for the low recoveries in these cases#
The method for estimating progesterone in plasma 
as used in these studies was not ideal due to the large 
volumes of plasma (500 to 800 ml) required to yield a 
sufficient amount of progesterone for accurate measurement# 
Consequently, very large volumes of ether had to be handled 
both during initial purification of solvents end during 
repeated extraction of the plasma samples# As a result of
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the large amount of plasma extraotod# the amount of contam­
inating lipid material was proportionately large# and this 
led to difficult separation during the initial chromato­
graphy step# The use of the aoetylating step, in addition 
to assisting in the removal of impurities, also made the 
estimation very much more specific for progesterone# (Bush# 
1961),
It would appear therefore that a method with an 
increased sensitivity would he of immense value in the 
estimation of bovine plasma samples m  this would out down 
both the volume of plasma and the volume of solvents used 
and consequently the time taken for the estimation* In 
addition it would then he possible in the individual animal 
to collect a greater number of plasma samples at more fre­
quent intervals than was possible in this present study.
One such improvement in sensitivity is that reported by 
Touchstone and Muraweo (i960) of an increased fluorescence 
of progesterone in sulphuric acid when subjected to prior 
treatment with sodium hydroxide* Short and havett (1962) 
have recently utilised this finding as the basis of a method 
of measuring the low concentration of progesterone during 
the menstrual cycle in women using only small volumes of 
blood* Considerable difficulty was experienced with
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fluorescence of the ohromatograpîiy paper blank during 
the estimation but in spite of this the method produced 
results of considerable interest.
Bush (I96I) has suggested an improvement in 
sensitivity by developing an isotopio method for pro-
geaterone determination# He suggested that ketilation X
^ /
of progesterone with labelled ethanedithiol or ethylene 
glycol could be carried out, followed by a determination 
of the radio activity in the sample,
Zander (1962) has suggested that if the dinitro- 
phenylhydra^ine or thioaemioarbaaide derivations of pro­
gesterone were made with OI4 labelled reagents a quantit­
ative method for the estimation of progesterone could be 
developed. He also suggested a method involving the 
chemical or ensymatic reduction of the ketone group at 
0-20 followed by acétylation with 014 acetic anhydride and 
measurement of the radio-activity of the isolated deriva­
tive,
The method described by Rowlands and Short (1959) 
for progesterone estimation in luteal tissue was found to 
b© suitable, but the recoveries of progesterone obtained 
in this study were somewhat variable* The addition of
/
an internal marker of progesterone - 4 " 014 was found to 
be an advantage* The recoveries obtained were good# with 
a range of 60 to 90jl| slightly lower than those obtained 
by Rowlands and Short (1959) but higher than those obtained 
by Stormshakj Hunt and Brb (I96I), using a different method 
but with m  internal raarker of progaeteron© - 4 - GI4*
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B. PROGESTBROm UWËB8 II THB QYQhim COM,
In this Bootiori the result0 obtained in cycling 
cows are presented in the following order*
(1) Progesterone concentration in peripheral 
blood of cows during the oestrous cycle.
(2) Progesterone concentration after removal
of the corpus luteum in the cow at mid-cycle.
(3) Progesterone concentration after bilateral 
ovariectomy in the co%i at mid-cycle.
(4) Metabolism of injected progesterone in 
ovarieotomieed cows•
(5) Progesterone in the body fat of cows at 
mid-cycle#
(6) Progesterone concentration in milk.
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B.
(1)
! COW.
M S S M S & M . J B & £ S L ^ . , , â S S ^ % r  Adul-fc Ayrshirs
0m m  wore purehaBod from local farom for the purpose of 
fol3.owiicg progesterone levels in peripheral blood during 
the oestiom cycle* Before purohaalng, an investigation 
Into the animals* breeding history and physical condition 
was carried out on the farm to ascertain that each cow 
was compatible with normality* Particular attention was 
paid to the reproductive tract to make sure that no gross 
physical abnormality was present and that the animale were 
suitable for periodic rectal examination*
Boring the winter months the subjects were kept 
in a byre along with other normal cows* In order to detect 
oestrus they were turned into a small covered yard along 
with at least two other adult cows and observed tlirioe daily 
for signs of oestrus*
During the summer and spring the subjects were 
kept in a small paddock reserved for a number of normal
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oows and they wore again observed throe times daily for 
signs of ooBtrms behaviour# The following list records 
the oeatrem algna noted In the six Buhjeota. The first 
two signa were observed in mil the animals while the 
remainder wore variable in occurrenooi
1# Standing steadily for other oowe to mount#
2, lateral movement of the tail head to expose 
external genitalia*
3* Bhytlmioal pulsation of the lumbar muaolea*
4* Bellov/ing together with general restlessnesa#
5# Occasional appearance of raueus from the vulva*
In addition each cow was examined by rectal palpation, 
for uterine turgldlty on the of oestrus* Bubsequently# 
ovarian palpation was carried out every second day in order 
to determine the growth of the corpus luteum* In all 
eubjeote a structure resembling a corpus luteum could be 
palpated in one of the ovkries by the 6th day post oestrus* 
In addition in another series of experiments involving 
some of these animals where the corpus luteum was surgically 
removed at a known time after oestrus it was evident from 
the eisüo of the gland that tlB predicted time of oestrus 
was correct*
BWRM SHE OESgHOBS OYOffi
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0 0 w A B 0 D B P
Age in years 5& 3| 10 a 2& 4
Iwaber of previous 
parturitions 2 z 7 5 1 a
Month of aafflpXing Mar, June dan# Feb. May Aug.
haotating yes yea yea yea yea no
Interval since last 
parturition in months 2 4 4 5 3 6
Weight in lbs* %7 1156 03a aai 1073 1008
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à summary of the historiés of the six oowp 
used m  experimental animale ie shown in Table 3*B#l*
A blood sample was collected from each subject 
as soon as possible after oestrus was detected and on 
subsequent days of the cycle between the hours of 9 
and 10 p*m* Hone of the animals appeared to be affected 
by the collection of approximately 1200 ml of blood wJiioh 
was carried out quickly and with as little excitement as 
possible#
The day of oestrus vfas taken as day one of the 
cycle and within the series tlwæ cows had 21 clay cycles 
and three had 23 day cycles* These are all within the 
limite of the normal cycle length (âsdell, 1946)*
On examination of the six graphs it will be
seen that there is a considerable variation between cows 
in the levels reached during mid-cycle, but good agree­
ment in the low values seen immediately pro and post oestrus, 
The basic pattern which emerges in each of the six animals 
is as followsI-
There is a low level of oestrus followed by a 
sharp rise until day ten when there is a plateau formation
until day 17 at which point the level falls to the oestruns 
level again# A description incorporating the salient 
features of the results for the individual cow are given 
immediately following the appropriate figure and table#
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FIGURE Î.B.l.
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(2 extracts tfith am equal volume of ether).
■ Progee ter one 
level
œniww##**»# <1» ' I
Recovery
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Eadioactivity
0,16500
0.84500
600 0,51
600
600 0,78
0,30
0.15
M e tm  a
9 4
(a) PMBHâ HlOaiBMOm LBVEL8 II COW A. M M i m  TEB
Figure 3#B*i* Bhmn the resuite obtained for 
Cow A in a pilot experiment to determine the stage of 
the oyole at which it was possible to detect progesterone 
and to establish the basio pattern of events* It will 
be seen that there is a uniform rise and fall of proges­
terone concentration between the successive days of oestrus, 
in this subject day 1 and 21# % e  peak level of proges­
terone occurred at about mid cycle and reached a maximum 
level of O^B jxg/lQO ml plasma# l*he recovering rates of 
progesterone - 4 # 014 were uniformly low in all the samples 
and this was probably due to the fact that only two ether 
extracts were used.
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FIGURE S.B.2.
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(2 extracts with an equal volume of ether).
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Day
of
Oyole
Volume of 
Plasma (ml)
; Progesterone 
level 
(pg/lOO ml 
plasma)
Eeoovery
of
Eadioaqtlvity
(fo)
1 500. 0.15 53
3 520 0.24 44
5 550 0.50 47
7 610 0.57 40
8 600 1.00 33
10 600 1.45 35
12 600 0.88 40
14 640 1.44 33
16 620 0.84 58
17 650 0.45 40
19 640 0.14 33
21 700 0.19 51
Mean = 42.3
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(b) FMSMA H s m s  m  oowb» W B i m  tïb
OB80mÈ GYOm.
Figure 5.D.2. Bhom the results obtained for 
Oow B from wbioh aamples were oolleoted at more frequent 
intervals* It will be seen that the level rises quite 
sharply from days 1 to 8 and thereafter the levels appear 
to fluctuate# reaching at times the highest recorded in 
this series# before falling to almost aero at day 21*
^h© difference in levels on days 19 and 21 are not signif*^  
leant as they are both bordering on the lower limits of 
sensitivity of the method# The recovery rates are again 
low due to the use of only two extracts of ether and in 
certain cases,the need for rechromatography in order to 
effect a clean separation#
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jaASm. aOSBSTEROHB COMCaMTHATlOll DOEIMQ qBSMffE d C M
- COW c.
(4 «xtraotB with an equal volume of ether).
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Day
of
Cycle
Volume of 
Plaama (ml)
Progesterone 
level 
()ig/lOO ml 
plaama)
Recovery 
of 1 
Radioactivity
1 500 0.10 38
5 500 0.16 31
•
570 0.22 47
7 560 0.56 25
9 610 0.56 21
11 620 0.42 60
13 650 0.6) 68
15 640 0.54 69
17 680 0.51 59
19 660 0.47 69
21 600 0.16 63
Mean » $0
OES'ÆKOEB OYOLE.
Gel formation in the samples taken at the be^ 
ginning of the cycle was responeibXe for the low recoveries 
Been at this time# The maximum level at mid cycle was 
low, reaching only 0*5 ;^ g/lOO ml plasma, while the curve 
did not show signs of regression until day 19 to give a 
cycle of 2) days duration. This cow at 10 years of age, 
was the oldest animal in the series#
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PLASMA PRQGESTmOiqS CONCENTRATION DÜRIIIB CYCLE
- COW D.
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PM sm  iftOGES'JEaoHE GOHOBKmMPios o m im
(4 extracts with an eqiml volume of ether).
Bay
of
Oyola
Volume of 
Plasma (ml)
P^ogesteron© 
level 
()ig/lQO ml
plasma)
Eoooversr
of
Eadioaotivity
(fi)
1 570 0,10 61
3 590 0.13 45
5 580 0.20 48
T 510 0,26 69
9 640 0.52 17
11 600 0.37 26
13 630 0.92 63
15 650 0.77 45
17 630 0.48 58
19 690 0.41 48
20 640 0.30 70
22 600 0.14 27
23 610 0.12 60
Hoaa » 49
$hls animal with a level of 0.77 jog/lOO ml
plasma was lower tlmii average for the peak level at 
mid cycle♦ fh© recovery rates of progesterone *-4-014 
were low at the hegiamlng of the cycle again due to gel 
formation In the plasma, Both cow C and cow D tended to 
show a more gradual rise to a maximum than the other cows 
and both showed a longer cycle length -23 days#
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. rJMJls,
(4 ©xtmcta with an oijual volume of ether).
Day 
of
' Oyclo
Volume of 
Plaama (ml)
1 550
5 560
5 520
7 510
9 440
10 510
12 530
14 590
15 470
16 570
17 590
19 660
21 600
Progeetoron© 
level 
(pg/lOD ml 
plaama)
0,10
0,13
0,28
0*88
0*80
1.12
1*81
0*89
0*85
0*63
0*47
0*25
0.07
Eeoovasy
of
Hadioaotlvity
lean at
6|
59
60
34
5S
48
39 
53
44
40 
20
48
49
45
iKteWiiKmitTawiWilwJWjWis
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OBK
ïh© results far Oov/ B demonstrate an unusually 
sharp rise in progesterone? concentration early in the 
eyole* It will be seen that a level of Q#0S jpg/lOO ml 
plaama is reached as early as day 7 while a fall in con» 
centration appeared to commence on day 15 to give a cycle 
of 21 days duration* $he maximum level of 1.21 pg/lOO ml 
occurred on day 12 of the cycle which was earlier than In 
most animals* tBhis was unexpected as in fact samples were 
collected on consecutive days (14 to 1?) in order to pin» 
point the day showing* maximum level. Recovery rates of 
progesterone - 4 - 014 were uniformly consistent during 
the whole cycle# ^ visual estimate of the progesterone
levels during the cycle in Cow B is shown in figure 3*B*10* 
(see page ll6).
1 0
FIGURE 3.3.6.
PLiSMA PROOESTOtORE CONCENTRATION DORIRO CYCLE
- COW F.
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OES'I'RDTIS CYCM!
Bay 
of
1
5
7
9
11
13
14
15
16 
18 
20 
25
Volume of 
Plasma (ml)
530
510
520
560
630
610
550
620
560
620
640
600
Progesterons 
level 
(pg/lOO ml 
plasma)
0.10 65
0.16 70
0.17 70
0.41 68
0.52 69
0.47 75
0,79 69
0.75 55
0.86 49
0.61 60
0.34 69
0.08 55
Mean » 64
Recovery
of
Radioactivity
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(f) PLASM mODBSTmom liBVBhB XH OQW P. 3)UEim W
OBBMS QYQhn.
In Cow F it will be seon that there is a more 
gradual rise in progesterone concentration up to day 11 
with a peak level at day 16# Regression of the curve 
does not occur until day 10 to give a cycle length of 23 
days duration# Samples were collected consecutively on 
days 13 to 16 in an attempt to localise the day on which 
the maximum level occurred# From the results it is appa» 
rent that the levels on days 14* 15 and 16 were similarly 
high# Dhe recovery ratés of progesterone » 4 » 014 were 
uniformly high in all samples#
1 1 0
FIQDRE 3.B.7.
COMPOSITE GRAPH OF PLASMA fROGKSTEROME LEVELS 
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GOïgQSI'ffi OIlflPHS OF PLASMA FROGEStMOBB LEVELS.
— ■“ •'       -
In order to demonstrate the range of values 
during the oestx'ous cycle, plasma progesterone levels of 
the 8l% cows Mere plotted on the same graph. Plguree 
3«B.7* and 3.B.8* show the levels corrected for extraction 
loseee and uncarreoted respectively. It will he seen 
that there is greater variation in the corrected than in 
the unoorreoted values. l!he daily mean values of pro* 
gesterone concentration for the six o o m s  during the cycle 
are shown in Figure 3*^ .9# ühe shape of the curve for the 
corrected level closely resembles that of the unoorreoted 
readings. It should he noted, however, that no allowance 
has been made for differences in cycle length.
fhe general pattern in the composite graph.
Figure , would appear to be a gradual increase from
the day of oestrus to about day five, followed by a more 
rapid rise to a plateau from day ten to day sixteen# fhe 
progesterone concentration then appears to fall to the day 
one level at a uniform rate, similar to that at which it 
originally rose to the plateau.
1.14
PLASMà PROGESaJEROHB COHOMmâ'JIOH M aiIfO  WO SPCQgSSIfË 
(Results expressed in )ig/lOO ml, plasma)
Day of 
Sampling
11
12 
1)
14
15
16 
17 
10
0 0 W E.
1st cycle
1.21
Ué
0.90
0.85
0.63
0.47
ov
1,55
,05
0 0 ¥ F.
1s t eyolô
0.52  
0.47
0.79
0.75 
0.86 
m
0.61
2nd oyole
0.70
1.05
1.18
1 1 5
m m  CQ¥ II m m  
aïïQOESBIVB OYCLFB.
In order to compare the levels attained during 
two suooeseive oyolee in the earn© cow, sample© were 
collected from cows B and F during the cyolos immediately 
following those just desorihed. Only a email number of 
samples were taken on certain pr©*seleoted days during mid 
cycle as it was considered that the removal of an excessive 
amount of blood following close on the previous experiment 
might be detrimental both to the health of the animal and 
to the validity of the results obtained* Accordingly, 
samples were collected on days 12, I4 and I6 in the case 
of cow E, and on days 11, I5, 15 and 16 in the case of cow F. 
fhe résulta are shown in S ? a b l © w h e r e  it will be seen 
that- in cow E the levels are of the same order but the peak 
has advanced from day 12 in the first cycle of 21 days 
duration, to day 14 in the second cycle of 22 days duration. 
In cow W the peak has changed from day 16 in the first cycle 
of 25 days duration, to day 15 in the second cycle of 22 days 
duration. It will be seen that in this subject the levels 
in the second cycle are higher than those in the first cycle.
FIGURE 3.B.10. 116
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DISOlïSSIOK Of FM8MA PROGESMOKE LüafSLS BDEIMB <Smi
Introduction# Sxi a veiy early study of the levels of 
**progeatisrf* in the corpora lutea of bows, Klmura and 
Cornwell (1958) using a hio*aesay method reported a rise 
and fall of "progestin^ * during the oouree of the 21 day 
cycle in the sow# Candor, forhea, von Mdnsterman and 
Heher (193^ ) demonstrated a rise and fall in the total 
progeaterone content of human corpora lutea between the 
time of ovulation and the subsequent menstrual period#
It has also been shown during this time in women that 
pregnanediol, the miain urinary metabolite of progesterone* 
also rises and falls# (Idopper* 1957? Bxwn* Klopper 
and Loraine, 1958)*
In addition plasma levels of progesterone in 
women during the luteal phase of the cycle show a rise 
and fall with a peak level of about twice that seen during 
thé follicular phase of the cycle. (OerteX* Weiss and 
Eik*Mes, 1959# Short, 1962s and Sommerville* Picket* 
Oollins and I)enyer# 1962).
^he general pattern of progesterone concentration
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aoen during the oeatrma cycle in the present study appeared 
to refXeot renuATkably well the phyaioal increase in siae of 
the corpus luteum in the cow during the oyole, an account 
of which is given by Hammond (192?)• In addition the
blood levels agreed well with hlBtological changea in the 
cow corpus luteum reported by HoMutt (1925), who showed 
that vascularisation was complete by day 9, while lipoidal 
droplets appeared on day I4» and definite retrogression of 
luteal cells occurred on day 17 of the cycle# Also, Hansel
(1959) fonnd that the corpus luteum in the cow reached a 
maximum sisse on day 16 to 18 of the cycle then began to 
regress while, Hancock (1962), was able to detect clinically 
by rectal palpation that regression occurred about day I6 
and that there was very rapid involution from day 10 on­
wards# Edgar et al, (1950) measured the progesterone 
concentration in ovarian vein blood in sheep during the 
16 day oastroua oyole, and although there was a wide vari­
ation in levels between individuals the general trend was 
for the level to follow the growth and regression of the 
corpus luteum#
Information in the literature on plasma pro­
gesterone concentration in the cow is very limited and is 
concerned mostly with the levels found during pregnancy#
11
The maximum levels of progesterone in the six covis used 
in this study range from 0.63 to 1,44 pg/lOO ml and are 
similar to these reported by Short (1950) in normal Qom 
during pregnancy (0.8 to l.Ojag/lOO ml) and also in a 
series of cows which exhibited prolonged gestation but 
had normal levels - 0*65 to 1.35 jxg/lOO ml (Holm and Short, 
1962)# Heing a different chemical method Sowerman and 
Melampy (I962) reported a much wider scatter of levels 
during normal pregnancy in the cows with a range of 0*00 pg 
to 2.13 pg/lOD ml plasma. The only study of progesterone 
levels during the cycle in cows is that reported by Sullivan
(i960) who measured progesterone levels in nine cows, but 
on3;y on days 1, 7> 13 and 19 of the cycle, when he recorded 
mean levels in yn$/lQQ ml plasma of 0*24, 0*56, 0.46 and 
0.25, raepectively. The corresponding figures in the pres­
ent study are 0.11, 0#4S# 0.70 and 0.34j#g/lOO ml plasma 
which represents a much greater rise and fall. In addition, 
the level 0*11 seen on the day of oestrus in the present 
study 1© less tîmn half that determined by Sullivan in spite 
of the fact that, using the present method, the day one 
level may be a slight over-estimate due to (a) Mon-specific 
absorption from the paper at low optical density readings, 
and (b) The ever present danger of even minute traces of
1 2 0
progesterone surviving the rigorous washing up procedure*
There are a number of possible reasons as to 
why Sullivan^a results differ from those reported in the 
present study» The moat obvious difference is that of 
Sullivan*s method which was quite involved; the final 
readings being based on the formation of the sulphuric aoicl 
chromogen of progesterone (Oertel* Weias and Bik-Meas, 1959), 
In addition, he used only 350 ml of plasma per estimation* 
which is about half that used in the present study'* This 
together with the fact that his recoveries of radio-active 
progesterone ware low (12^ to 55f^ ) would tend to yield an 
amount of progesterone too small for accurate measuremmit. 
Another reason for the variation in findings is a possible 
difference in the criteria used for the detection of oestrus 
and the timing of the oeatrous cycle, about which Sullivan 
gives very little information*
hastly no mention was made of the washing up of 
glassware which is extremely important when estimating 
miorogram quantities of steroid and could possibly have 
contributed to the diacrepanoies between the two sets of 
results*
In the present series the maximum mean level of
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0.78 during the oyole is somewhat lower than the mean 
level seen in covis at both 14 and 16 days after insem­
ination, both pregnant and non pregnant, as described in 
Section 3,0, However, this level in cycling cows may be 
disproportionately low due to the small number of animals 
(six cows) used in the present series and the fact that 
they may not all be truly representative of normality#
For example, oowa € and D showed both lower maximum and 
overall levels of progesterone than was seen in the other 
animals# It would be difficult in these cases to determine 
whether this was due to the fact that they were both much 
older animals than the rest, or the fact that they were both 
sampled at a time of the year (January and February) when 
reproductive activity of cows is known to be diminished#
â closer relation of cycling to inseminated cows 
is obtained by taking the mean of the maximum level attained 
during each cycle (cycle maximum) rather than the maximum 
mean daily level* The maximum levels seen during the cycle 
in cows A, B, 0, D, I, and F are 0*05, 1*44$ G.G), 0*77$ 1*21 
and 0*79jUê/iOO ml plasma, respectively* This gives a mean 
cycle maximum figurt) of 0*94 which is more comparable to 
the levels seen in inseminated cows prior to slaughter which 
had a range of means from 0*93 to 1,14 pg.
The curve© representing the correoted and un- 
corrected levels which are shown in Figure 3*B*9 are more 
divergent during the first half of the cycle than during 
the second half# This indicates a lower recovery during 
the first half of the cycle which is probably a direct 
consequence of the increased tendency for the plasma to 
gel during this period and therefore to yield lower recovery 
rates*
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Gorreoted for extraction loeaes
Time in 
minutes after 
removing 
corpus luteum
Volume of 
Plasma (ml)
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
()ig/lOO ml
plasma)
Recovery
of
Radioactivity
(^ )
Control 6)1) 0.86 51
15 6)0 0.54 64
60 660 0.31 65
180 650 0.15 60
24
Hours
640 m 52
Total weight of corpus luteum 9*27 gms, 
Progesterone content « 310*8
SOB hydroxy progesterone ^ 33*4
«ABLE 3 .B .1 0 .
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PLASM HtOGESTEROHB OOMOBHEUyiOH AFl'IiR K3SH0YAL OF
m i t
Corrected for extraction losses
Time in 
minute© after 
removing
cox'pus luteum
«tWVlWW:l,J rw iiWI 1ÜI !^ l K1
Volume of
Plasma (ml)
#rLf-gWA*wt«*wà#*fi i#wMmii,Ww WiimAmn#*o#
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(pg/lOO ml 
plasma)
«.H '# 'r *1  , ,* « V'Mmwi#
Eeoovery
of
Radioactivity
m
Control 6)0 1.08 35
14 600 0.67 39
30 610 0.39 64
6o 610 0.38 40
100 600 0.17 60
24
Hours
620
*^ WHi1iiii i'saB;a3fea«5«te3seaaiga>iÿ
0.13 48
Total weight of oorpue luteum « g.82 gms# 
Progesterone content 224*5 P0*
20B hydroxy progesterone 21*5 pg#
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THE EFFECT OF REMOVAL OF THE CORPUS 
LUTEUM ON PLASMA PROGESTERONE CONC
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CORFBS LUgETO IH gHîü COW A3 MID OYOI.B..
In OTàeT to etn# the part playod by the corpus 
luteum in maintaining the progesterone level in the bioodf 
experiments were conducted in which the corpus luteum was 
removed at a time when the plasma progesterone level was 
at its highest J i.e. during the raid cycle plateau*
Gowa B and li# were selected for investigation and 
the corpus luteum in each subject was removed from the 
ovary per vaginum on day twelve of the cycle by the method 
described in section 2^ 0# page 47 » ïfhe plasma progesterone 
concentration was measured immediately prior to* and at 
known times after removal of the gland# the results are 
shown in fable 3#B*9* nnd 3#B$10# for cows B and M respectively• 
fhe levels are also shown gi*aphically in Figure 3#B»11, It 
will be seen that there is an initial rapid drop during the 
first fifteen minutes followed by a more gradual fall lasting 
some hours• In both cows there was no measurable proges* 
tarone 24 hours after surgery*
cow B.(i# l'jWwiWA
Oorreoted for extraction Xossea
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fime iu
minutes after 
removing 
both ovaries
Control 
16 
60 
180 
24
Eonra
folum© of 
Pl&oma (ml)
620
620
620
630
610
Plasma 
pwgesterona 
eonosnbratlon 
(jag/lOO ml 
plasma)
0.90
0.3a
0.41
0.25
I’raoa
Heooverj
of
Radioactivity
(?5)
40
45
60
44
52
fotal weight of oorpus Imteum ^ 8.42 gma. 
Progesterone content « 284*6 ;.%g#
20B hydroxy progesterone » 10.3
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Corrected for extraction loeoes
fime in
mlnntee after 
removing 
both ovariea
Volnme of 
Plasma (ml)
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(p^lOO ml 
plasma)
Recovery
of
Radioactivity
Control 550 0,93 50
12 490 0.60 42
30 I 560 0,37 56
60 580 0,36 63
180 640 0.24 71
24
genre
620 42
i'otai weight of oorpus Intenm 6 #43 gmsi
Progesterone content ^ 262 #4 pg#
20B iiydroxy progesterone 3'^ *3
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FIGURE 5.B.12.
THE EFFECT OF BILATERAL OVARIECTOMY 
ON PLASMA PROGESTERONE CONC.
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(3 ) fi.A8MA. m ooam m m a ooHOBmmmom afcbr B iugsR A i.
OYjgtlEQgOMY 13 gl-E CQ¥ Ag MID OYOL33.
It wae thought that the progesterone level 
remaining oould have oome from the residual ovarian 
tissue after énucléation of the corpus luteum. The same 
cows uere bilaterally* ovariectomised following the elapse 
of on© normal oyole from the previous ©scperimant* Cow B 
was ovarieotomised via a flank laparotomy on day twelve 
and Oow B per vaginum on day fourteen. Again serial 
blood samples were taken immediately prior to and at known 
times after ovariectomy ami the results for Gow B and B are 
shown in Tables 5.B.11. and 5#B*12* respeotively. The 
changes in plasma progesterone concentration are also shown 
graphically in Figure 5.B.12. when it will be seen that the 
results do not differ from those obtained following surgical 
removal of the corpus luteum*
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The initial drop in progesterone level which 
occurs within the first 15 minutes following the removal 
of the corpus luteum in almost certainly due to the 
cessation of the main endogenous supply secretion and the 
known rapid disappearance of progesterone from the peri­
pheral blood - in humans (pearlman, 1957^ 1 blander# 19591 
Short and Eton* 1959} and Sovia» Haskins and MoGafferty» 
1959) - in the rabbit (H arrow , Shoger and bazo-Wasem. 1954} 
and Rappoport, Goldstein and Haskins, 195?) in the sheep 
(Rennet, Boursnell and Short, I961 | and Brush, I96I) *• and 
in the cow (vide infra).
The levels represented by the secondary flat 
part of the curve could be due to a contribution from 
other sources of progesterone in the body, namely#
(a) Ovarian tieauest progesterone has been reported in 
ovarian tissues with all luteal tissue removed* (Oorski, 
et al. 1958 and I^ rb and Btormshak, I96I)* In addition 
progesterone has been reported in ovarian vein blood from 
ovaries with only follicles or cysts present, in the sow
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and ewe (Bdgar, 1955^) and in the goat (Haesldo and Turner, 
(1955),
(b) The adrenal ^ X^andet Balfour et al. have shown that 
bovine adrenal vein blood contains a considerable quantity 
of progesterone. Short (1960 )^ estimated a level of 1*5 
mg/lir. in late pregnancy in the cow but pointed out that 
surgical stress might htcve contributed to the level.
(0) Body fat denots* Kaufmaim a #  Bander (1956) have 
demonstrated the presence of progesterone in the body fat 
of women during the menstrual cycle > dUi»?ing pregnancy and 
following the injection of exogenous progesterone. In 
fact during pregnancy the level in the body fat appeared 
to be higher than that in the plasma. Davis, Plots, hupu 
and Ejarqpte ( i 960) using progesterone - 4 014# in preg­
nant women found the highest concentration of radioactivity 
in the body fat some hours after injection. As reported 
above in cows at the same stage of the cycle as the cows 
used in the present experiments, the progesterone levels 
in the body fat were 5 to 10 times higher than those in 
the plasma#
Following the elapse of one normal cycle, the 
effect of bilateral ovariectomy on plasma progesterone 
concentration, was essentially the same as that obtained
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by removal of the corpus luteum. This indicates that a 
residual ovarian contribution Is not responsible for the 
flat part of the curve# The fact that no progesterone 
could he detected 24 hours after surgery in any of the 
cows used in the above experiments suggests that a fat 
storage/release mechanism may be more important than an 
adrenal secretion# However, an adrenal contribution 
of progesterone lasting leas than 24 hours due to post 
operative surgical stress cannot be ruled out completelyi
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The rapid rate.at which progesterone disappears 
from the circulation has been reported for a number of animale 
(vide disoueeion) Including man and in order to confirm that 
similar events occurred in the cow the following experiments 
wore carried out*
100 mgm of Organon progesterone^previously tested 
ciiromatographioally for chemical purity^  was dissolved in 10 
ml absolute ethanol and injected into the right mammary vein 
of an ovarieotovîîised oow (P), from which a plasma blank had 
previously been withdrawn* Berial 1 litre blood samples 
were then collected by means of a wide bora jugular canula 
through which the flow was X litre of blood per minute* The 
results are expressed in Table 3*S*13* and shown graphically 
in Figure p*B*13* where it will be seen that there is an 
extremely rapid removal of the exogenous progesterone from 
the blood*
In the two minute sample there were spots on the 
chromatogram which ran at identical Ef*s to the two 20 hydroxy 
epimers of progesterone (20c<and 20JP) and whose combined
13
level w as one fifth of that of the progaeterone level in­
dicating a rapid breakdown of the injected progesterone*
From the initial elope of the curve it would appear tha,t 
the half life (time for progeeterone level to drop by half 
its original value) is of the order of 6 minutes which is 
comparable to that reported for other species* (Vide discueelon)#
It will foe noted that although there was an appre­
ciable level of the 20 hydroxy epimers at two minutes after 
injectionp the level of these not only fell rapidly in parallel 
with progesteronej but, in addition, the ratio of the two 
epimere 20'^to 20^ ) altered*
In order to determine whether renal excretion was
contributing to the rapid clearance of progesterone from the 
circulation, a similar experiment v;as performed in a normal 
cow* This animal had a specially designed "Ramshorn" urinary 
catheter in situ in the bladder through which continuous flow 
urine samples were collected* (Anderson and Pickering, 1961)*
100 mgm* of progesterone in 10 ml ethanol was 
injected into the right jugular vein via a polythene catheter 
and serial 20 ml blood samples were withdrawn from the left 
jugular vein immediately prior to, and at known intervals 
after injection* At the same time 10 minute continuous flow
r?
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A t m  ÎÏÏS lîWKAVEMODS 
IMJECTIOÎÏ 03? 100 % m  3?aOOBB$mOm IH ABSOLUTE la’HMIOX.
. m m .  cffl.
Time after 
injection 
in minutes
Volume of 
Plasma (ml)
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(jig/lOO ml 
plasma)
Recovery
of
Radioactivity
(#)
Control 18 nil 62
0.3 13 52.4 68
1,0 12 89.6 48
2.5 12 39.2 45
10.5 51 15.1 56
15.0 1 105 9.4 61
1 . . ______________________
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urine samples were collected via the urinary catheter imme­
diately pro and post injection* The results are presented 
in Table 3*B*14* where it will he seen that the rate of 
progesterone clearance from the hlood is similar to that 
obtained previously. In this cas© it was not possible to 
detect either of the 20 epimers of progesterone as only 
volumes of blood large enough to measure progesterone satisfao* 
torily were withdrawn*
A small amount of progesterone (2*6 jpg) was found 
in the second urine sample (300 ml) which represents an 
extremely small fraction of the total amount injected and thus 
renal clearance of progesterone per so does not appear to be 
of significance*
In this experiment the jugular vein blood samples 
were withdrawn more frequently starting from 0*5 minutes 
following injection* The results indicate that progesterone 
ie detectable as early as 0*5 minutes and that a peak level 
is reached at about one minute after injection* An extremely 
rapid disappearance of progesterone from the plasma then 
follows as described previously*
In order to confirm further the identity of the 
20 epimers another ovarieotomised cow was injected intra-
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vonouely with 100 mgm of progesterone ami two litres of 
blood were withdrawn within 5 minutes of injection* This 
oataple yielded both 20 epimere in addition to progeeterone 
and the ratio of the three compoimda was similar to that 
seen in the two minute samples in the first ovarieotomieed 
cow used. The two epimers were tentatively identified 
by their îif values on paper chromatograms, by their abeorption 
'spectra in #Imnol, and by the formation of acetates (Bander 
et al*1958; Meh, 196I)*
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, , The rapid removal of injected progesterone from 
the peripheral blood has .been reported for a number of 
different apeoiee* The possible routes by which this 
could occur are by diffusion into the body tissues includ­
ing uptake by protein binding, oatabollam of the proges# 
terone moleoule or by renal exretion* The results of 
this study indicate that even with a massive dose cata­
bolism of the injected progestérone to both 20x.and 2(^- 
hydroxy-progestarone take© place within two minutes of 
injection; these metabolites amounted to about one fifth 
of the progesterone circulating at that time#
The presence of the 20b4epimor is interesting 
as only the 2^3 epimer has been demonstrated in adult 
bovine tissues* The exception being the presence of the 
epimor in the adrenal vein blood of the calf prior 
to the 64th day of life (Balfour et al* 1959)* Short 
(1958^ ) demonstrated a slow conversion of progesterone by 
whole bullock blood to the 2Cp epimer when incubated at 
37^ * llayano et al* (1954) demonstrated the in vita^ o
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conversion of progesterone to the 20p epimer by bovin© 
luteal tissue homoganates with added progesterone#
The main ait© of progesterone catabolism is in 
the liver, as in hapateotomised rabbits Jh© rate of 
removal from the circulation is markedly reduced compared 
to contrôle, (Haskins, 1950)* In the hepateotomised rats 
a slow conversion to the 20 epimer takes place in extra- 
hepatic tissues (Berliner and'Wiest, 1956; and Wiest, 1956)#
A possible explanation for the apx:>earance of the 
20o< epimer in this inatanoe is that the hydroxylase 
ensjynie equilibrium became upset and therefore more substrate 
vma available for hydroxylation#
There is a considerable species variation as to 
which epimer is formed# In the human subject the 20\X epimer 
predominates in the placenta, luteal tissue and in blood 
(Short, 1957; Bander et al# 1958, and Bhort, 1960^)# This 
is in keeping with the presence of pregnanediol (^-pre#me- 
Jïi *20cAdiol) as the principal metabolite In pregnant women* s 
urine#
When progesterone is incubated with human liver 
in ..vitro# reduction of the 20 ketone groups is always
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accompanied by reduction of the A-rlng ae well (AtheMen* 
1959)• It may be that with maaelve doaes of progesterone 
the enayme responsible for A-ring reduction in the bovine 
is more readily overloaded than that responsible for the 
reduction of the 20 ketone group thus allowing an accumu­
lation of the 20 epimers# Alternatively the formation 
of the 20 epimere may be a result of extra hepatic metabol­
ism as in addition to the work of Berliner et al# (I956) 
it has been shotm that the 20 epimere are formed in tissue 
cultures of human uterine fibroblasts (Sweat, Grosser, 
Berliner, Swim, Nabors and Dougherty, 1959) and aXao in human 
placental tissue (little, BlMartinis and lyholm, 1959)*
The fact that ^-pregnane-5^ $ 20^ diol is present 
In only trace amounts in oow#s urine (Klyne and Wright,
1959) and that Peerlman and Gerceo (1949), in a study of
X>regnant cow bile, found large amounts of 5^ 3"pregnane-5 ^  
t20p diol, suggests that the ^Op hydroxylation of proges­
terone under normal conditions is the predominant patWfay.
The rapid removal of progesterone from peripheral 
blood im$ already been discussed# (vide supra), From 
Figure 3«B#15# it will be seen that the half life of pro­
gesterone (time taken for the blood level to fall by half)
FIGURE 5.B.14.
METABOLISM OF PROGESTERONE.
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is lu the oxxler^  of 6 minutes vihioh compares with cm 
equivalent of 5 minutes for women (Pearlman, 1957$
Short and Bton» 1959)# 3!he she# on the other hand has 
a slightly shorter half life at 4 minutes (Benneti 
Bouranell end Short* 19&1)*
fhe removal of *^free*’ progesterone from the 
oiroulation due to binding with the plasma protein is 
not very likely in view of the reoent finding of Forbes* 
Ooulomhre and Goulombre (1961) who studied the in&ot* 
ivation of progesterone hy rat liver in vitro, and found 
that protein binding did not ooour to a sigaifloant 
extent*
The pathways of progesterone metabolism and the 
comparative yields of urinary pregnanediol in pregnant
women and in the cow are shown diagramatioally in Figure 
5,B.14#
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( 5 ) ,
f o l l o w i n g  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n  r e p o r t e d  a b o v e  t h a t  
progesterone ie so r a p i d l y  removed from t h e  o i r o u l a t i o n  
in t h e  omt a m d  that r e e i d u a l  l e v e l  p e r s i s t e d  f o r  @ o m ©  
h o u r s  after i n j e c t i o n *  i t  t m s  t h o u g h t  that the body fat 
might act a s  a  reservoir f o r  p r o g e s t e r o n e *  Aooordingly 
i t  w a s  decided t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  b o d y  fat of n o r m a l  m m  
for the presence of p r o g e s t e r o n e  a n d / o r  i t s  m e t a b o l i t e s *  
B o d y  f a t *  b l o o d  a n d  l u t e a l  s a m p l e s  were obtained a t  
s l a u g h t e r  f r o m  a  s m a l l  n u m b e r  of o o w a  which had not 
p r e v i o u s l y  b e e n  t r e a t e d  w i t h  p r o g e s t e r o n e  a n d  w h i c h  w e r e  
at a  known s t a g e  of t h e  o e a t r o u s  c y c l e #  T h e  f a t *  which 
w a s  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e  k i d n e y  r e g i o n *  was e x t r a c t e d  m  
described in the M e t h o d s  B e o t i o n  and the r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  
v a r i o u s  t i s s u e s  are shown i n  T a b l e  5#B*ig* It w i l l  b e  
s e e n  t h a t  at a i l d  c y c l e  ( 1 3  d a y © )  the level of p r o g e s t e r o n e  
in b o d y  f a t  i s  between 5  and 1 0  times t h e  l e v e l  of that 
found in t h e  p l a s m a  (assuming that 1 0 0  g m  o f  f a t  i s  e q u i v #  
a i e n t  t o  1 0 0  m l  p l a s m a )  w h i l e  a t  o e s t r u s *  i n  o v a r i e c t o m i s e d  
cows a n d  i n  bullock f a t  t h e  level w a s  c o m p a r a t i v e l y  l o w .
The progesterone obtained from the body fat was 
tentatively identified by its lit values in Bush system A*
PIODRE 3.3.15.
n m - B B D  BPECTRPM OF _FB_QgKsy6H0CT ISQMEP 
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bj apeotrum Im e#miwl miû by
the folxie Qolour whioh develepeâ m x  applioatiorx of the
x^ eageiit#- In addition the eompouM gava a , 
yellow eodlnm hydroxide flnoreBoenoe as described by.BUÊsh
(1952).
For farther identification the steroid oompoimd 
(approximately 80 ;ag) obtained from the body fat of the 
two cows at mid cycle was snbjeoted to infra rod analysis. 
Figaro shows the spectrum of the unknown compound
(â) as compared with gO jug "Organon" progesterone (B) and 
the infra red reference spectrum of authentic progesterone
(0). %is amlyais confirmed the presence of progesterone 
and revealed the presence of an additional email peak in 
the "red region" which was tentatively identified as an 
acetate grm^lng.
In order to further coitfirm the presence of 
progesterone and if possible to identify this trace of 
in^ purlty a email part of the sample was- subjected to 
gas/liquid chromatography. In this analysis the retention 
time of the sample relative to oholestane was identical to 
that of authentic progesterone at 0.§4* Furthermore^ from 
the shape of the peak obtained with the sample it was
FIGUBS 5.B.16*
gAS/LIüPID CHROMATOGRAM OF FR0GE3TER0HB
ISOLATED FROM BODY FAT.
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appareïit that it repreeentad a mample of at leaot 95?^  
piire progoBterone* (Plgara 5*B* ^he halanoo
ootiXd be accounted fox'* by trace amounts of either other 
Bteroids or their aoetatee, Thie poeaible presence of 
acetate l8 not surpx'lslng since acetic anhydride was used 
in the final purification of the sample*
Reference - mmublished at
»*l’he correlation of gas/liquid ohromatoaraphio behaviour 
and structure of steroids/*
G*J.W. BEOOEBj and L. HMAÎMi* Bioohem. J, (19&5)
ai, 3.91.
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Dïseussioiid",**
îCaufnan and Zander (1956) reported the preeenoe
of progesterone in the body fat of women during pregnanoy# 
during the mend^ rual cycle and after injection of ©scogenous 
progesterone* 0ie level they found in.fat in late preg* 
nancy was 170 i*g/3.D0 gm fat tissue* which is considerably 
higher than the levels found in plasma at this time - 5 
to 55 JA^IOO ml plasma* (Zander* 1954 and 1955; Sommer^ 
ville, 1957 and Eton and Short, 1959)* In addition,
Hots and Davie (1957) using progesterone *» 4 GI4 found 
the highest concentration of radioactivity in the body 
fat for some hours after injection*
9?he presence of progesterone in the body fat of 
COW8# at a level higher than that in the plaema, is there-- 
for© not surprising* It ie interesting to speculate as 
to the role of the body fat as a depot for progesterone 
and poeaihXy other steroid hormones# It is probable t&mt 
diffusion into the body fat will partly account for the 
rapid disappearance of injected progesterone in the cow as 
is the oaee in the rabbit (Zarrpw et al* 1954)* ^he res­
idual level of 0*5 Jtig/lOD A  which persisted in the ovarl- 
ectomised cows for some hours after the injection of
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progestorono might indicate a slow release of this sub- 
stance from the fat depots back into the circulation# 
fho same reason would explain the plasma level of pro*- 
geaterone persisting after removal of the ovaries in 
the experiments described above#
If the body fat does act as a reservoir of 
progesterone it might prevent gross fluctuation in the 
blood level if the endogenous supply was to alter markedly# 
Assuming that the amount of fat tissue in a oow weighing 
500 kg# ie 79 %# (Morrison, 1959) and that the conoenw 
tration of progesterone is 10 pg/lOO gms then the total 
amount of progesterone stored would be 7#9 mg# $hle 
amount, provided it were released at a suitable rate, could 
probably maintain a blood level for some hours (Short,1959)#
fhe comparatively low levels found in the fat 
of the cow at OS struts, in the ovarieotomised cow and in 
the steer would indicate a low endogenous production of 
progesterone in these animals* fhe only fat samples in 
which progesterone - 4 ^ OI4 was utilised as an internal 
marker were the ones from the ovarieotomlsed cow and the 
steer in which the recoveries were 57 and 20> respectively, 
fhis Is not surprising in view of the number of purifications
neceBsary with largo quantities of fat tissue* Proges* 
terone - 4 014 was not uaod during the axtraotion with
the fat from the qowb at mid-cyole as it was desirable 
that the px*og6sterone should he unoontaminatod as further 
identification of the progesterone hy pliysieal means was 
anticipated*
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(6) mOGES'l'îSaQHB GOMCEMATIOM IH MILK.
In view of the fact that progesterone wae found 
to he widely distributed in the body tissues, litre samples 
of milk wore collected from two oows and examined for pro­
gesterone content# ^hese were processed in exactly the 
same way as plasma samples except that, owing to the high 
fat oontent of the milk (approximately 4^ ), the residue 
had to be de-fat ted by the f'eesing aqueous methanol proce­
dure adopted by Allen (193^  )♦ Milk obtained from a cow 
92 days pregnant contained 8#6 jig of progesterone per litre. 
On the other hand milk obtained from a cow three days post 
oestrus did not contain any detectable progesterone# fhe 
recovery of radio-progesterone added to thee© two milk 
samples was and 2 ^  for the pregnant and non-pregnant 
cows respectively#
DIBGtmBIOH
from the above results it is apparent that the 
concentration of progesterone in milk is approximately the 
same as that found in plasma, concentration in the
pregnant cow*© milk was 0,86 pg/lOO ml which is similar
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to the plasma level found at this stage in pregnancy by 
Short (1956 )-# Similarly the failure to detect proges­
terone in the milk sample obtained from t he cow early in 
the cycle agrees with the low level found in plasma at 
this time in the present study. Had the recovery from 
this sample been higher it might have been possible to 
detect some progesterone in this sample*
In view of the high fat content of milk and the 
difficulty in removing it during processing, there would 
appear to be no advantage of this material over plasma 
for the investigation of progesterone levels in the cow*
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(1) Progesterone oonoontration in peripiBraX blood 
and in the corpus lutbum in oowa 16 days after 
insemination - pregnant and non-pregnant*
(2) Progesterone concentration In peripheral blood 
and in the corpus luteum in oovja 26 days after 
insémination - pregnant and non-prognant*
(5) Progesterone level in peripheral blood in selected 
cases two days prior to slaughter*
(4) Relationship between progesterone concentration 
in blood and total corpus luteura contents at 16 
and 26 days after inséminât ion*
(5) Relationship between the progesterone content of 
the corpus luteim and the gland weight at 16 and 
26 dEys after insemination*
(6) 20p levels in the corpus lutsum*
1 5 8
(1# & 2.)
Xntroduotionf A unique opportunity arose to examine the 
progeateroïie statue of oowe in early pregnancy during an 
investigation at tW Veterinary Hospital into early 
eaibryonlo death in oat tie. Thie study was undertaken by 
Dr8. Boyd, Baosioh and Young with the financial support of 
the Agricultural leseorah Council.
)f .Expérimenta An integral part of this study was 
that the investigation into embryonic locoes in normal 
cows should be carried out under farm conditions. Accord- 
ingly, a group of #  oowe were selected individually over 
a period of one year from neighbouring farms* The breed­
ing hietory and piiyaioal state of each animal, particularly 
its genitalia, were used to assess normality* When an. 
anim&%l wae selected it was artifilcdally inseminated on the 
farm within 24 hours of oestrus having been observed by the 
farmer and brought into the Veterinary Hospital for slaughter 
at a known time after insemimtion. One half of the cows 
were slaughtered at 16 days and the other half at 26 
after insemination*
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HiOGKSmOl®
Cow
Humber
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(pg/XÔO ml
plasma)
Progesterone
in
Corpus Xiuteum 
(Total content
ill )Xg)
ïotal Weight 
of
Corpus Luteum 
(Weiglit in 
grains)
1 0,85 255 6,20
12 0,91 238 6.39
14 1,08 532 5.71
20 1.24 427 7.33
25 0,95 258 4.63
30 0.91 197 5.53
32 0.6g 253 6.28
33 0.83 298 5.40
Mean 0.93 284.7 5.93
8,D. 0.18 69 .0 0,6
S.B, 0.023 8.7 0.00
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Oow
lumbar
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(pg/lOO ml 
plasma)
progesterone
in
Corpus liUteum 
(fotal content 
in pg)
fotal Weight 
of
Corpus butoum 
(Weight in 
grams)
2 0,96 255 6.07
3 x a o 537 7.53
4 1.18 524 5.47
1 0.83 236 4.93
a 1.34 305 5.9X
9 0,68 213 4* 5^
10 1,44 335 7*85
15 1.10 263 5.39
21 0.91 300 6,00
29 1,05 220 4.90
31 1#47 336 6.19
36 0,76 335 6.67
37 1,12 353 7.21
40^" 1,51 7-43:60
Hean 1,10 298 6.15
8.D. 0,26 51 1.05
8.B. ** 0.018 3.67 0.057
m Txrln Corpora Lutea
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FIGURE 3.0.1.
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Gglleotion qf.,.8male8: One Ixtye Ulood samples wox-s
obtaiiwâ %  jiigulmc' pimotwe on© honr pî?ior to slaughter# 
fo pro'vxdo additional information blood sample o were 
oollfâotod on the farm from oertain animale two days prior 
to slaughterI i#e« at 14 and 24 days in the 16 and 26 day 
groups5 respeotively# At slaughter the ovaries wore 
removed as g^iokly as possible and the corpus luteura or 
corpora lutea were dissected out# Each gland was weighed 
and a representative sample weighing approximately 0*5 gm 
removed for progesterone estimation*
liesultea t’he procédure for progesterone estimation was 
carried out as before on the plasma samjiles and corpora. 
Xutea obtained from these animais* In addition# with 
corpus luteum samples it was possible to measure the 
amounts of 20p hydroxy progesterone present in the gland# 
fho results in the 16 day group of cows pregnant and non» 
pregnânbare shown in fable 3*0*1* and 3*0*2# rospootively* 
It will be seen that the levels in both the plasma and 
corpora lutea of the Wo groups do not differ markedly# 
à visual comparison of the plasma concentration between 
oowa pregnant and non-pregnant at 16 days can be seen in 
Figure 3*0.1. Here# each symbol represents the level of
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Cow
Humber
Plasma 
Progesterone 
Concentration 
(;ig/lOO ml 
plasma)
Progesterone
in
Corpus Luteum 
(I'otal content 
in jug)
Total Weight 
of
Corpus Luteum 
(Weight in 
grama)
6 1.60 331 5.78
11 1.20 357 7.40
15 0.92 239 6.34
16 1.35 421 7.01
17 1.63 454 8*60
18 0.88 301 4*56
19 1.10 257 5.80
22 1.28 322 6.43
24
26*
0.86
1.41
192
^ ^ 2 2 0
3.75
7 . 8 9 j j : g
27 0.85 211 5*41
35 0.91 257 5*44
41 0.89 26a 6*50
■!■■##.M# l> JfcH .W.A nniij. |ipi« . *«■
Moan «* 1#14
........... ,........................ ,....
308 6.22
8*D, ^ 0*89 81 1*33
S*B* 0*08 22 0*10
m Twin Corpora Lutea*
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(The ovaries of each animal contained both a regreee* 
ing and a developing oorpua luteum)# m
Case
lumber
Haama
Brogeoterone
Concentration 
(pg/lOC) ml 
plasma)
Progea 
in CO 
lute
(pg/g
Old
terone
rpua
urn
land ) 
lew
Total
c
OorpuG
(iï
Old
Weight
If
I,uteim
gcas)
lew
 ^5* 0.12 10.3 0.23
25 0.11 18.8 10.6 0.90 0.46
28 0.12 2.1 24.1 0.52 0.66
54 0.82 ## : 40.8 0.28 1.67
39 0.51 tm 124.8 0.14 5.20
m Oow Io#5 which ime aubaegnently withdrawn 
from the aeries due to the preeenee of oyatia 
ovarian degeneration had only one regraseing 
corpus luteum*
FIGURE 3.C.2.
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PROGESTERONE CONC. lOOML. PLASMA
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progeeterono qf mi individual animal at thq time of 
alaughtea?* 9?&ie ordinate of the graph ohowa the animals 
numbered 1 to 40* in the eequenoe in which tlie^  were 
inseminated and slaughtered* Onlj half the animals ware 
of course slaughtered at 16 da^ s* % e  selection of 
animals for slaughter at either 16 days or 26 days after 
insemination was purely at random*
fhe résulté in the 26 day group of cows, pregnmt 
and non-pregnantp are presented in ‘fables and 3*0*4#
respeotively, and in addition shown graphically in Figure 
3*0*2, It can be seen that there is a marked difference 
in progesterone concentration in both plasma and in corpora 
lutaa between the two groups* Whie is in agreement with 
the finding that the ovaries of the non^pregnant cows con* 
talned a new growing corpus luteum and an old regressing 
one except for cow Io*5 which had only a small regressing 
corpus luteum and no signs of a recent ovulation, this 
animal was subaequently deleted from the series due to 
evidence of cystic ovarian degeneration#
From the ovarian findings at slaughter it would 
appear that all the cows non*pregnant at 26 days had 
recently ovulated* Had any of these animals been detected
1 6 7
in oestrus they would have been re-lnsemimated. flie 
fact that these animals were not reported in oestrus 
indicates that either they did not manifest clinical 
signs (silent heat) or that the farmer either failed 
to observe oestrus or failed to report the occurrence 
of oestrus*
Of the cot/B initially designated to the 26 day 
group, three animais were detected in oestrua by the 
farmer prior to slaughter at 26 days, fhe animals in 
question were cows Ho* 7, 12 and )6 which had returned 
to oestrus by days 16, 22 and 19* respectively*
Hob* 7 and 12 were re-allocated to the 16 day 
group and number g6 was re*allooated to the 26 day group 
but was again detected in oestrus prior to slaughter, this 
time on day 20* On this occasion the animal was re# 
allocated to the 16 day group and when slaughtered 16 days 
post insemination it was found to be pregnant*
Gow Ho*39 shows a higher concentration of pro- 
gaetarone in the plasma and in a corpus luteum of a greater 
weight than the others in the group* ^his is, however, 
compatible with a return of oestrua between 18 and 20 days 
after ineemimtion, and the forniation of a new corpus luteum
whiüh was 6 to 8 daye old at slaughter* fhis in turn 
imuld produce a plasma, progesterone oouoentratlon of 
approximately 0*5 yg/lOO m l  plaaraa as seen In oows 
during days 6 to 8 of the oestrws oyclej, and In this 
BUhJeot cow Ho*39*
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(pg/XOO ral plasma)
. i  MW3a%m#;iwWwj.#W# » r # 0TmwWM\mDiW KiMni!M
Cow lo#
29
31
37
1.16
1*'^4
1.55
l6 Baya
1.47
1.12
m
Cow lo*
23
30
33
14 DajTB
0.1
0.'
0.80
0.95
0.91
0.83
Means 1.38 1.21 .87 0.90
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Gow Ho.
11 1.12
16 1.23
22 1.19
24 0.88
26* 1.35
35 0.85
24 Bay© 26 Days
Hoant 1.10
1.20
1.35
1.28
0.86
1.41
0.91
1.17
HOm BREGHAHe
Ü0V7 Ho.
34
24 Baya
0,12
0,12
0.10
0,35
26
0,11
0.12
0.22
o.Si
o;x7 0.24
m %wln corpora Ititea.
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3. m oem m oN E  coNgmmm'mm..n .M S  i 6, amb 2.6 m i
3. h,43m&. m ü m 8m m m '4 .G0Kmm&mm m  «: 26 my
i*o provide additional information blood samples 
were colldoted, whenever possible, on the farm two days 
prior to the o o w b  being slaughtered at the Veterinary
Hospital,
The results obtained in the 16 day group are 
shown in Table 3*0*5* where it will be seen that in both 
the pregnant and non-pregnant animals the levels on day 
14 and 16 are of a similar order. It will be seen that 
in this rather ©mall sample of animals the mean level of 
the non-pregnant cows is somewhat lower tlmn the mean 
level of the pregnant cows#
Table g*0,6, shows the results obtained in the 
26 day group. It will be seen that there is a similarity 
between the 24 and 26 day levels of the individual cow in 
both the pregnant and non-pregnant animals but that there 
is a marked difference between the pregnant and non-pregnatit 
animale as a whole*
FIGURE 3.C.3
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4. BEItmOHSHIP B M Î W  THE HlOGESMp®! ÇOIWEÎÏT OPJHB 
coEpqs . « m m  4ia m &
PUSMA,
U&ln# the resitlto obtained in the 16 and 26 
day groupe it was poaeible to oonetruot a graph to ehow 
the relationship in each cow between the total amount of 
progesterone found in the oorpue luteum and the progea** 
terone concentration present in the plasma#
It will be seen in Figure that the glands
containing the greatest amount of progesterone appear to 
be aseociated with the highest levels of progestex^ one found 
in the plasma. Conversely the glande containing the lowest 
quantities appear to be associated with low plasma progee-» 
terone levels. I’he relationship is on the whole not well 
defined for it will be seen that at a given level of pro­
gesterone in the gland the plasma concentration often shows 
a range of readings differing by as much a© 0*5 ug. which 
may represent a difference of 30fa between readings#
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FIQME 3,g.A
||P |g ip« MgrwEtJi GLAND WEIOIEP
COHTtaiT.
9 0
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_J  2 0  
$  
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A
#
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A
e
A
#
A O
A #  O #
#  PREGNANT 16 DAYS.
O NON-PREGNANT l6 DAYS. 
A PREGNANT 26 DAYS.
A  NON-PREGNANT 26 DAYS.
too  2 0 0  3 0 0  4 0 0
TOTAL PROGESTERONE CONTENT OF GLAND
jJG PER GLAND
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5*
In order to daraonatrate the relationship between 
the oorpua luteum weight and its progesterone content reaulta 
from the 16 and 26 day groupa were used to construct a graph 
where the total content of progesterone in the corpua luteum 
was plotted against the weight of the gland for each cow in 
the eeriea#
Figure 3*0*4* shows the results obtained and it 
will be seen that progesterone content of the corpus luteum 
rises with the increase in the gland weight. It will be 
seen that the 26 day pregnant group» represented by solid 
triangles» shows the greatest range of both gland weight 
and progesterone content.
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fhe lack of any hlatologlcal evidence of embryonic 
degeneration occurring at 16 days in the present study Is 
disappointing in view of the fact tMt this is the time 
when great elongation of the blastocyst is occurring*
(winters, Green and Comstock, 1942)* It was suggested from 
the study of H a w k  et al. (1955) that the most likely time 
for emhryonio deaths to occur would he between 16 days and 
the day of return of oestrus*
'fhe blood levels found in both the pregnant and 
non-pregnant cows at 16 days in this series were of the 
same order* i’hey also did not differ markedly from the 
levels at l6 days measured in the six doWs during the oestrous 
cycle* fhe marked difference in levels at 26 days between 
pregnant and non-pregnant cows can be explained a return of 
oestrus as evidenced by the signs of a recent ovulation in 
the latter group* This is in agreement with a report by 
Hawks Wlltbank, Kidder and Caeida (1955) who stated that 
3 cows out of a group of 50 inseminated animals showed evi­
dence of a quiet ovulation when slaughtered at 34 days*
T h e  s l i g h t l y  h i g h e r  p r o g e s t e r o n e  l e v e l s  i n  b o t h
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plasma and corpora lutea In the 26 day pregnant cows over 
the 16 tUiy pregnant animale is in agreement with the find­
ing of Stormahak et al» (196X) who indicated a rise of 
progesterone in the corpus luteum during the first few 
months of pregïmncy» followed by a gradual decline. How­
ever, Mares and Casida (I960) reported a fall in corpus 
luteum content at this time.
F r o m  the pre-slaughter l e v e l s  i n  t h e  p r e g n a n t  
a n i m a l s  b e t w e e n  I 4  a n d  I 6  d a y s  the level a p p e a r s  t o  d r o p ,  
whereas in the non-prognnnt g r o u p  the l e v e l s  are e i t h e r  
t h e  same o r  r i s i n g  s l i g h t 3.y. T h i s  c o u l d  indicate a  slower 
maturing c o r p u s  I t x t e u m  i n  t h e  16 d a y  n o n - p r e g n a n t  group, 
assuming t h a t  b l o o d  levels are a  r e l i a b l e  g u i d e  t o  l u t e a l  
l e v e l s *
It would appear that at the stages of pregnancy 
investigated in this study progesterone does not seem to 
be a critical factor in either conception rates or embryonic 
death* IWever, from the findings in the above series to­
gether with the levels seen early in the oestms cycle of 
the normal cow it would appear that plasma levels of pro­
gesterone could be important during the first few days of 
embryonic life. At this time the fertilised ovum can be
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recovered in of inseminated animals (Laing, 1949) 
but little is known about the position of the fertilised 
ovum in the oviduct relative to the uterus at this vital 
stage * It may be that the level of progesterone is 
oritioal at the 3 to 5 day stage v/hen, by altering the 
rate at which the ovum traverses the oviduct, it could 
affect embryo survival*
In a histological study of corpora lutea during 
16 to 34 days of pregmncy in a large series of cows Foley 
and Greenstexn (1958) found a range of corpus luteum weights 
of 3*20 gm to 9*2 gms which compares with 3*75 gm to 8*60 gms 
in the present series*
The general relationship of a higher blood level 
in animals with most progesterone in the corpus luteum or 
the heaviest gland weight is in keeping with the finding 
of Moore, Eoweon and Short (196O), and Short (I96I) who 
indicated that in superovulated ewes the greater the number 
of corpora lutea present in the ovaries the higher, was the 
blood level both of progesterone and the 20v( epimer, the 
latter which Is also found in sheep plasma*
The two cows in the present series which had twin 
corpora lutea had blood levels well above the average for
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their groups. Cows Ho, 26 and 48 had levels of 1,41 9^ 8 
and 1,51 pg where the mean gi'oup levels were 1,14 end 1,10 
jAg/lOO ml plasma in the 26 day end 16 day pregnant group, 
reBpeotively,
In the xrreeent study the lack of a close re­
lationship between blood and corpus luteum levels is not 
surprising as no allowance has been made for the body 
weight or blood volume of the individual animal. Another 
factor which could influence this 3:*elationship is the 
vaeculax'ity of the corpus luteum and the rate of blood 
flow through the ovarian vein, Romanoff, beshpancle and 
Pincus (1962) have demonstrated in the Mtoh that there 
tends to be a. significant relationship between px*ogesterone 
secretion rate in ovarian vein blood, and the blood flow 
rate* Other factors may be involved such as the variation 
in the rate of metabolism oi" even the degree of fatness of 
the animal in view of the fact that fat appears to act as 
a storage organ*
The effectiveness of progesterone therapy for 
improving conception rates in repeat-breeder cows is 
somewhat uncertain* Herrick (1955) and Dawson (1954) 
both claimed an improvement but the ooncex^ tion rates of
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their control animals were rather low* Wilthank et al*
(1956) using two different dosage levels found a 12)o improve­
ment over the control animle at 34 days post insemination, 
but the conception rates were only 42^  and 38^ in the two 
groups* In addition where the corpus luteum had regressed 
there were no live embryos in spite of progesterone therapy* 
This* together with the fact that an apparently functional 
corpus luteum was present in all those cows with dead embryos, 
suggested that the death of the embryo caused regression of 
the corpus luteum* However* there is the possibility that 
progesterone therapy could have prevented the death of an 
embryo and thus maintain the corpus luteum*
Johnston (1958) reported timt progesterone treat­
ment improved the conception rates of first aervioe animals 
but again the controls ware very low* The two ra,tes being 
72^ for the treated and for the untreated* The national 
figure for conception rates of first service heifers is in 
the order of 6$^ (Boyd and Reid, 196I)*
Hansel et al* (I96O) administered 20 mg of 
progesterone on the day of oestrus to 36 repeat-breeders 
with 20 controls* The administration of progesterone at 
this time is reported to , hasten ovulation (Hansel and 
frimberger, 1952 )« However, at 58 clays there was no
1 8 1
significant difference in conception rates between the 
two groups*
Progesterone levela do not appear to differ 
at 16 days between oeetjoas oydlo cows and cows which have 
been inseminated? whether pregnant or non-pregnant* This 
is in agreement with Rowlands et al (1959) who demonstrated 
that the px'ogesterone concentration in the corpora lutaa 
of mated md unmated gî^ inea pigs was the same at six days 
after ovulation, which is the mid-point of the luteal phase 
in the guinea pig*
Staples and Hansel (I961) using internal marker 
of progesterone - 4  ^814 estimated the progesterone content 
of corpora lutea from pregnant and non-pregnant heifers 15 
days after mating* They obtained recoveries of 70 to 80^ 
for radio-progesterone and, from the data presented, the 
average content of progesterone was 210 jag from an average 
gland weight of 4*2 gm* There was no difference in pro­
gesterone content between the pregnant and non-pregnant 
animals although the 20j3 hydroxy-proge e ter one level appeared 
to be higher in the non-pregnant animale*
I n  t h e  c o w  a t  a b o u t  16 days a  mechanlem must e x i s t  
which w i l l  p r o l o n g  o r  terminate t h e  l i f e  o f  t h e  c o r p u s  l u t e u m
1 8 2
depending ou whether the animal ie pregnant ov non-pregnant*
The developing blastooyat In the oow at 16 days poet 
insemination is a very thin elongated structure which has not 
yet become attached to the endometrium* It ia difficult 
to imagine how so small a atucture can influence the course 
of events leading to the maintenance of pregnancy.
It has been Imown for some time that the uterus 
1ms a profound Influence over the coi*pus luteum. The 
experiments by Loeb (1923) in the guinea pig demonstrated 
that hyatereoton^ at the approx^ riate time resulted in the 
maintenance of the corpora lutea in an apparently functional 
state* Rowlands ©t al (1959) confirmed these findings 
and furthermore showed that the corpora lutea so maintained 
had a higher concentration of progesterone than was seen 
at any other time#
Similar effects to those seen in the guinea pig 
were reported fox* the oow and ewe (Wiltbank and 0a©ida,1956) 
and the sow (Du Meonil du Buisson and Baugiier» 1959) but 
apparently not In the other species so far investigated 
(q*f« review Perry and Howlamle, 1961)*
Duncan, Bowerman, Anderson, Hearn and Helaiupy 
(1961) have demonstrated in vitro the effect of sow endometrium
183
extracts on progesterone synthesis by homogenates of sow 
corpora lutea. They found that endometrial extracts 
taken during the early part of the cycle had some stimulus 
on progesterone synthesis but that extracts of endometrium 
from 80W8 at day 16 of the oeetiw© cycle had a definite 
inhlbitoiy effect. However, no one has yet shown this 
effect on the live animal.
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FIGURE 5.C.5.
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*
am.
Gov; Mo#
20JS iiydroay 
progesterone 
()»s/«lana)
Progesterone
(pg/gland)
Eatio of 
20J3 to 
progeste2?one 
in gland*
2 57 253 1*7
3 50 337 1*11
4 54 ; 324 1*6
7 49 256 1*5
8 44 309 1*7
9 45 213 1*5
10 66 555 1*5
21 20 300 1*15
29 21 220 1*10
51 56 336 1*9
40*
MmMt 45 295 1»7.7 1
n !l’win coï?pora Imtea#
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'joi’Ai. MotBffi Of gap amoxy iBOOESi’MtrM in coepps Limmi 
1.6, DAYS Aggy ireMlHAgXOW - JQH MESMAm’ .
Cov Mo.
20JI hydroay 
progesterone 
(pg/gland)
î^ogeBteron©
(jig/gland)
Ratio of 
20^ to 
progesterone 
In gland
1 34 255 li6
12 42 258 1:6
14 00 332 1:4
23 39 258 1:7
30 41 197 1*5
33 65 298 1*5
MEM; $0 266 1:5.8
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Cow Mo.
20p
progesterone
H'OÿeaX&tom
(pg/gland)
Batlô of
ZOfi to 
progesterone 
in gland»
6 41 331 1*8
11 120 337 1*5
15 58 239 1*6
17 55 454 1*9
18 87 301 1*5
19 150 257 1*2
22 29 323 1*11
I  26'' 62}|5
35 77 257 1*3
38 75 268 1:4
m m * 65 318 115.6
31 fwin coi^ora lut ©a.
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   PfiOGESi'fSOHE OOÏÏÏlîMïf OP M s  GOHPOS L0ÏE1
IH ÏHE .16 AHB 26 BAY GROUPS.
In most luteal aaraples It was possible to measure, 
in addition to progeeteron©,. the amount of 20j|3 hydroaqy 
progesterone* (Be© Figure r>»0»5*)* fhe oallbration curve 
for progesterone wae used to obtain quantitative measurement 
of 20p "spota" as the ultra violet extinction ooeffiolente 
of the two compounds in ethanol are essentially the same 
(ShortI 1958^)» In addition the 2 0 p  levels were corrected 
for extraction losses using the recovery rates obtained with 
radio progesterone#
A  n u m b e r  o f  20J3 l e v e l s  f r o m  t h e  s e r i e s  c o u l d  n o t  
b e  measured d u e  t o  s t r e a k i n g  f r o m  t h e  o r i g i n  l i n e  o b s c u r i n g  
and c o n t a m i n a t i n g  t h e  2 0 | l  " s p o t * *  b u t  n o t  i n t e r f e r i n g  with t h e  
measurement o f  t h e  p r o g e s t e r o n e  " s p o t " *
f h e  results for the 1 6  d a y  pregnant, 16 d a y  n o n »  
pregnant a n d  2 6  d a y  p r e g n a n t  a n i m a l s  are s h o w n  i n  f a b l e s  
3 * 0 * 7 . ,  3*0.8., a n d  3 * ^ * 9 *  respectively* It w i l l  be s e e n  
t h a t  t h e  m e a n  l e v e l s  o f  2 0 p  i i y d r o x y  p r o g e s t e r o n e  d o  n o t  
d i f f e r  m a r k e d l y  a m o n g  t h e  t h r e e  g r o u p s .  H o w e v e r ,  i t  w i l l  
b e  s e e n  t h a t  i n  a l l  t h r e e  g r o u p s  t h e r e  i s  a  p r o n o u n c e d
i n d i v i d u a l  v a r i a t i o n  in b o t h  t h e  t o t a l  a n d  r e l a t i v e  a m o u n t s  
of 2 0 | l  h y d r o x y  p r o g e s t e r o n e  a n d  p r o g e s t e r o n e  p r e s e n t *  Only 
t r a c e  a m o u n t s  of 20|3 hydroxy p r o g e s t e r o n e  w e r e  f o u n d  in t h e  
2 6  d a y  n o n - p r e ^ p i a n t  g r o u p *
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G o r s k i  e t  a l * .  ( 1 9 5 ^ ^ )  w h o  f i r s t  r e p o r t e d  t h e
o c c u r r e n c e  o f  t h e  2 0 ^ 3  e p l m e r  i n  t h e  c o r p u s  l u  t e a m  o f  t h e
c o w  f o u n d  i t  t o  h e  p r e s e n t  i n  q u a n t i t i e s  a m o u n t i n g  t o  o n e
third, t o  o n ©  f i f t h  o f  that o f  t h e  p r o g e s t e r o n e  p r e s e n t #
h
( G o r s k i  e t  a l *  1 9 5 8  ) *  H o w e v e r ,  t h e s e  w e r e  f r o m  u n d a t e d  
s a m p l e s  and no a l l o w a n c e  w a s  m a d e  for e x t r a c t i o n  l o s s e s #
f h ©  q u a n t i t i e s  o f  20J 3  h y d r o x y  p r o g e s t e r o n e  i n  
corpora l u t e a  reported in t h i s  s t u d y  a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  
r e p o r t e d  b y  M a r e s  e t  a l *  ( 1962),  w h o  recorded o n  t h e  15t h  
d a y  of t h e  o e  a  t r o u s  c y c l e  i n  t h e  co%f 6  p g / g m  w i t h  a  t o t a l  
o f  u g  p e r  g l a n d #  T h e  r a t i o  o f  t h e  l a t t e r  t o  p r o g e s t e r o n e  
was Is7#
B o w e r m a n  and M e l a m p y  (1962) r e p o r t e d  47 u g  t o  2 . 0  pg/gm 
o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  a n d  t h e  2 0 J 3  e p i r a e r  r e s p e c t i v e l y  i n  day I 6 
o f  t h e  c y c l e #  T h e y  c a r r i e d  o u t  s o m e  i n c u b a t i o n  e x p e r i m e n t s  
i n  c o r p o r a  l u t e a  a n d  f o u n d  t h a t  t h e  r e l a t i v e  q u a n t i t i e s  o f  
t h e  two s t e r o i d s  p r e s e n t  c h a n g e d  c o n s i d e r a b l y  a s  i n c u b a t i o n  
progressed*
S t a p h a  a n d  H a n s e l  ( 1 9 6 1 )  i n  a  s t u d y  o f  embryo 
s u r v i v a l  i n  heifers f o u n d  m u c h  h i g h e r  levels o f  t h e  2 0 p  e p i m e r
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i n  t h e  c o r p o r a  l u t e a  o f  t h o s e  a n i m a l s  n o n - p r e g n a n t  a t  1 5  d a y s  
a f t e r  insemination. Although i n  t h e  p r e s e n t  s t u d y  t h e r e  w a s  
a  eligiitly h i g h e r  a m o u n t  of t h e  20p e p i m e r  per g l a n d  in t h e  
1 6  d a y  n o n - p r e g n a n t  g r o u p  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e  b e t w e e n  i t  and t h e  
1 6  d a y  p r e g n a n t  g r o u p  w a s  n o t  c o n s i d e r e d  to be s i g n i f i c a n t  
i n  v i e w  o f  the s m a l l  n u m b e r  o f  s a m p l e s  e x a m i n e d *
T h e  e x a c t  s i g n l f i o a n o e  o f  t h e  2 0 p  e p i m e r  i n  t h e  
c o w  i s  n o t  c l e a r *  M o s t  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  c o n s i d e r  i t  t o  b e  a  
m e t a b o l i t e  as i t  h a s  b e e n  s h o w n  t o  b e  p r o d u c e d  when c o w  
c o r p o r a  l u t e a  a r e  i n c u b a t e d  w i t h  p r o g e s t e r o n e  i n  v i t r o  
( H a y a n o  e t  al. 1 9 5 4 ) *  A p p a r e n t l y ,  d u r i n g  t h e  e x t r a c t i o n  
p r o c e d u r e  u t i l i s e d  i n  t h i s  s t u d y  n o n e  o f  t h e  p r o g e s t e r o n e  
p r e s e n t  i n  t h e  l u t e a l  samples w a s  c o n v e r t e d  t o  t h e  2 C p  
e p i m e r  a s  r a d i o - a c t i v i t y  w a s  n o t  d e t e c t e d  i n  t h e  " 2 0 p  s o a e "  
i n  s e v e r a l  o f  t h e  c h r o m a t o g r a m s  w h i c h  w e r e  e x a m i n e d .
2 0 p  h y d r o x y  p r o g e s t e r o n e  has b e a n  s h o w n  t o  h a v e  
w e W c  p r o g e s t a t i o n a l  a c t i v i t y  w i t h  c e r t a i n  s t r a i n s  o f  m i c e  
i n  t h e  H o o k e r i ^ F o r b e s  bio-assay ( & n d e r  o t  a l *  1 9 5 8 ) ,  a n d  
t h e r e f o r e  s o m e  i n v e s t i g a t o r s  a d d  t h e  2 0 p  e p i m e r  t o  t h e  a m o u n t  
o f  p r o g e a t e r o n e  p r e s e n t  a n d  d e s i g n a t e  t h i s  a s  " t o t a l  p r o g e s t i n "
V J e i s t  ( 1959) h a s  d e m o n s t r a t e d  t h a t  t h e  c o n v e r s i o n
1 2 2
o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  t o  t h e  2 Q > (  e p i m e r ,  toy r a t  o v a r i a n  t i s s u e  
i n  v i t r o , i s  i n  f a c t  r e v e r s i b l e  b u t  w a s  o f  t h e  o p i n i o n  t h a t  
t h i s  i n t e r c o n v e r t i b i l i t y  w a s  not i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  m e c h a n i s m  
of h o r m o n e  a c t i o n . .  There i s  n o  e v i d e n c e  t o  d a t e  t h a t  t h i s  
h a p p e n s  w i t h  t h e  2C ^ 5  e p i m e r # ^
B. HtOGËSgmOME lÆffBLS IM COUS WlffiH CEIffiAIH CLIHICAI. 
COMmiOMS.
(1) Qows :d.th lîjrdrops allantois.
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(2) OowB with retained foetal membranes.
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H y d r o p s  a l l a n t o i s  In c o w s  g e n e r a l l y  o o o u r s  i n  
l a t e  p r e g n a n c y  a n d  l a  c h a r a c t e r i s e d  b y  a n  e x c e s s i v e  
a c c u m u l a t i o n  o f  a l l a n t o i c  f l u i d ,  T h e  f o e t u a  a n d / o r  t h e  
f o e t a l  m e m b r a n e 0 a r e  f r e q u e n t l y  o e d e m a t o u s #
T h e  f i r s t  s i g n s  a r e  u s u a l l y  g r o s s  d i s t e n s i o n  
o f  t h e  a b d o m e n  f o l l o w e d  b y  g e n e r a l  d i s c o m f o r t  a n d  m a l a i s e #  
T h e  i n c i d e n c e  o f  t h e  d i s e a s e  i s  l o w  b u t  t h e  c o w  i s  u s u a l l y  
u n a b l e  t o  c a l v e  a n d  d e a t h  f o l l o w s  u n l e s s  t h e  c a l f  i s  d e ­
l i v e r e d  b y  O a e s a r e a n  s e c t i o n #  B ^ e n  u n d e r  t h e s e  c o n d i t i o n s  
t h e  m a t e r n a l  m o r t a l i t y  r a t e  i s  h i g h  p o s s i b l y  d u e  t o  t h e  
s u d d e n  l o e e  o f  a l l a n t o i c  f l u i d  w h i c h  m a y  a m o u n t  t o  a s  m u c h  
a s  6 0  g a l l o n s .  S l o w  d r a i n a g e  o f  a l l a n t o i c  f l u i d  f r o m  t h e  
u t e r u s  b y  m e a n s  o f  a  r e t a i n i n g  c a t h e t e r ,  p r i o r  t o  s u r g i c a l  
r e m o v a l  o f  t h e  f o e t u s ,  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  h e l p f u l #  ( l e a l ,  1 9 5 6 ) .  
T h e  c a u s e  of t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  i s  a t  p r e s e n t  b e i n g  i n v e s t i g a t e d  
a t  t h e  I T n i v a r s i t y  o f  G l a s g o w  V e t e r i n a r y  H o s p i t a l  by Mr. P.G# 
l i g n e t t  a n d  Dr# T . A #  D o u g l a s  w i t h  p a r t i c u l a r  r e f e r e n c e  t o  
b i o c h e m i c a l  c h a n g e s  i n  t h e  f o e t a l  f l u i d s , t h e  f o e t u s  a n d  t h e  
d a m #
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3.30.1.
BROGESeBROœ LEVELS IM PUSMA M B  CORPORA IiOgBA m O M  COtfS
WITH HïPROPS A m m o is .
Oaee
Humber
Plasma 
Progestérone 
Concentration 
()ag/lO0 ml 
plasrm)
Brogestorone
In
Gorfwa liuteum 
(w/glanâ)
Total Weight 
of
Corpus Lttteum 
(in grams)
18276 1.10 96 4.9
13733 Û.34 73 2.3
18734 1.09 197 4.3
18943 0.08 181 3.7
19023 1.84 228 7.3
19606 1.21 153 4.7
19737 0.92 120 5.5
Meani 0.91 150 4.38
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1827& C a l f  o e t o i a t a u s  
a m d  d e f o r m e d *raonthe
m o n t h s
10734 o v e r  7  
m o n t h s
19023
19606
m o n t h s
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Oaaea of hydrops allantois ocour sporadically 
mû. ahout ten are referred to the Veterinary Hoepital 
per annum# In most oases the affected animals are 
purchased from the owner so that slaughter and collection 
of material can be carried out as desired#
ihe levels of progesterone present in the blood 
and luteal tissue at the time of slaughter and the history 
of each animal are shown in Tables 3#^*l#&hd res*
peotively# It will be seen that the plasma progesterone 
concentration shows a wide variation with a range of 0*34 
to 1*85 pg/lOO ml plasma# The weights and the progee* 
terona content of the corpus luteum are considerably lower 
than that seen earlier in pregnancy although again there 
la a considerable variation*
The relationship between plasma levels and gland 
levels or weights noted in early pregnancy at 16 and 26 days 
appeared to apply in these hydrops cowa* In this small 
sample there appeared to be a closer relationship between 
plasma levels and gland weight than the gland content of 
progesterone*
It will be seen that the average age of these
lî
oasee ia very low, with a mean age of 5 years while it is 
apparent that the disease was ooourring in late phegmuioy 
at an average time of 0 months^  the normal gestation 
period being 9 months or 280 days*
In the first three cows examined in this series 
litre samples of amnistie and allantoic fluid were examined 
for the presence of progesterone and its metabolites but 
in no case were any of those compounds detected#
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Plasma levels of progesterone in oowe with
hydrops allantois were similar to those seen in cows in
early px^ egnanoy and at mid^oyole* The only exception
appeared to be oow Mo,18733 whichp with a level of 0*34 jwg
100 ml of plasma, could have been approaching parturition, 
bae Short (I950 ) has reported a gradual fall in plasma 
progesterone concentration 2 to 3 weeks prior to calving*
Qo\J 10*19023 had a high plasma level of 1*84 jüg/lOO ml 
plasma and f3:*om the service date was 256 days pregmmt with 
24 days until the expected calving date.
The weight of the corpus luteum was generally low 
with an average weight of 4*4 grams* This agreed with the 
finding of Mclutt (192?) who found low corpus luteum weights 
in late pregnancy in abattoir cows% although there were two 
cases in which the glands were heavier than any seen in early 
pregnancy. It would appear therefore ttet progesterone 
levels in the tissues of cows suffering from hydrops allantois 
are compatible with normality*
2 0 0
ijLjmjow.
In the experiments carried out by lobonald at aX* 
(1952)9 in which pregnancy was maintained in cows by pro­
gesterone injections after removal of the corpus luteum, 
it W80 noted that in these cows in which progesterone ad­
ministration was stopped some weeks prior to the expected . 
parturition date, 7 out of 8 cows retained their placentae, 
but had a shorter than normal gestation* In a subséquent . 
experiment (McDonald, MoMutt and Michels, 1954) in which 
the above conditions were adhered to but in which proges­
terone therapy was recommended for the last JO days of 
pregnancy; none of the animals retained their placentae 
and all calved at or near the expected date# The authors 
were unable to decide whether the apparently "beneficial^ 
effect of this pre-partum administration of progesterone 
was due directly to a raised blood level or due to a pre­
vention of early parturition*
In a large scale trial McDonald and Hays (1950) 
administered progesterone to 93 normal pregnant cows on 
days 33, 23, IJ, 3 and 2 days prior to calving and compared 
the incidence of retention of foetal membranes in 93 control
2 0 1
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animale* 'llaera was no eignifioant difference between the 
two groupe except that in 3 untreated aov/a with twine all 
retained, while in 4 treated oows with twine, none retained 
their placentae,
In a similar type of experiment  ^Johnson and Erb 
(1962) maintained pregnancy in cowa, ovarieotomieed early 
in pregnancy, with progesterone Injections and found that 
if the injectlone were stopped more than six days prior to 
expected parturition then retention of membranes occurred 
(six out of six cases).
In view of the above findings blood samples 
were collected from six post parturient cows, three of which 
had retained their foetal membranes for a period greater than 
12 hours post-oaXving and three of which had delivered them 
within 12 hours of calving* The progesterone levels are 
shown in Table 3*1^ * 3» where it will be seen that the levels 
are similarly low* All blood samples were collected between 
12 and 24 hours post «•calving and prior to any form of treat* 
ment#
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It would therefore appear that there ia, in the 
email sample of eows examined, no difference in progesterone 
levels in those cows which retained their foetal membranes 
and thoæwhich did not,
The faot that in ovarl®atomised cows, maintained 
in pregnancy with replacement progesterone therapy, the 
occurrence of retention of foetal membranes appeared to be 
influenced by the presence or absence of progesterone at or 
near calving, does not necessarily indicate that such is the 
case in ’’normal** (non*ovariectomieed) cows* The findings 
of McDonald et al, (193^ ) in their trial with normal cows 
would tend to emphasise this. However, from the report of 
Bhort (1990^ ) that the progesterone level in the pregnant 
cow falls slowly from about 2 weeks prior to calving, there 
is a possibility that the progesterone levels prior to and 
not after calving could be critioal, This is given some 
support by the findings of Joimaon et al* (19^ 2) described 
above, in which six ovarieotomised cowe out of six retained 
their membranes when progesterone administration was stopped 
more than six days prior to the expected calving date.
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The part played by progesterone in the retention 
of foetal membranes may be associated with uterine motility 
as Tenable and McDonald (1958) have shown that ovarieotomised 
cows as described above have a different post-partum uterine 
motility from normal cows at this time.
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Dragnanediol as an Index of progesterone 
metabolism in the cow has been shown to be of no value 
due to the faot that the excretory pathway of progesterone 
In this species Is probably via the faecal route in the 
form of an androgen* In this context it ie interesting 
to note that a species of l)$sarium which may occur in the 
rumen can convert progesterone and some related steroids 
to an androgen (ândrosta * ls4 diene « 3il7 dione)*
Bio-assay methods for the estimation of proges­
terone suffer from a marked lack of specificity, particul­
arly in view of recent findings that a large number of re­
lated steroids give positive results in some of the mioro- 
bio-assay procedures* Eor example, Harrow, Heher, laso- 
Wasem and Balhanick (1957) have shown that, using a diff­
erent strain of mice, IT^hydroxy-progeeterone is 60 times 
more active than progesterone in the Hooker-Torbes bio- 
assay* Also the 20 epimera have been shown to have some 
biological activity in this assay (blander et al* 1958)* 
Chemical methods have now almost completely superceded bio- 
assays and it is not surprising that they differ considerably 
to the results previously obtained by the bio-assay methods*
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The plasma and corpus luteum levels of pro- 
geoterone seen during mid-oyole appeared to be of the same 
order as the levels seen in cows 16 and 26 days after in­
semination , vjhioh agrees with the finding of Rowlands et al, 
(1959) for the mated and unmated guinea pig corpus luteum. 
From the levels reported by a number of workers for the 
progesterone content of the corpus luteum of the mated and 
unmated cow a state similar to the findings in the present 
study exists* This similarity of levels is not surprising 
as the cow appears to depend almost entirely on the corpus 
luteum for its endogenous progesterone* Evidence for this 
is seen in the rapid drop of plasma progesterone concen­
tration described above in the cow, following the removal 
of either the corpus luteum or the ovaries* This rapid 
disappearance is common of many species* however* owing to 
the sensitive techniques used in this study it wae possible 
to measure the low residual levels in these cases.
It ia not exactly clear to what degree* if any, 
the adrenal gland ia involved in this finding* However, in 
view of the finding of a very high level of progesterone in 
the body fat of cowa at this stage in the cycle it is likely 
that this source may be the more important of the two.
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The levels of plasma progesterone in different 
Individual com examined during this study varied con­
siderably and among the possible factors suggested which 
might Influence these are, the weight and progesterone 
content of the corpus luteum, the vascularity of the corpus 
luteum and rate of ovarian blood flow and possibly the 
amount of progesterone stored in the body fat. In this 
context it is well known that there is a very wide range 
of values for the proportion of body fat in different car­
cases.
The rapid breakdown of the large quantities of 
injected progesterone in the cowa described above would 
indicate that the liver has a remarkable capacity to 
catabolise this steroid* It also indicates that there must 
be a very large turnover or production of this hormone in 
the cow and it is not surprising that the levels are very 
low* The plasma levels of ’’oestrogen” in the oow are also 
very low. In a recent study Pope, Jones and Wayneforth 
(1962) were able to detect about 5 pg of "oestrogen” per 
litre of whole blood but only during the last two weeks of 
gestation. This is interesting in view of the fact that 
progesterone concentration is reported to be dropping at 
this time and might indicate a possible role in parturition.
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T h e  a b o v e  w o r k e r s  w e r e  i n  a d d i t i o n  a b l e  t o  d e t e c t  w i t h  
s o m e  d i f f i c u l t y  t r a c e  a m o u n t s  o f  o e s t r o g e n  i n  a b o u t  1 0  
l i t r e s  o f  b l o o d  t a k e n  f r o m  c o w s  o n  t h e  d a y  o f  o e s t r u s *
T h e r e  i s  l i t t l e  d o u b t  t h a t  p r o g e s t e r o n e  p l a y s  
a n  i m p o r t a n t  f u n c t i o n  i n  e a r l y  e m b r y o n i c  l i f e  i n  m a n y  
s p e c i e s  b u t  i t  w a s  n o t  p o s s i b l e  t o  d e m o n s t r a t e  a  n a t u r a l  
d e f i c i e n c y  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  a t  t h e  t i m e s  s t a t e d  i n  t h e  
p r e s e n t  s t u d y #  T h e  p r o m i s i n g  r e s u l t s  o b t a i n e d  b y  s o m e  
o f  t h e  p r o g e s t e r o n e  t h e r a p y  t r i a l ©  a s  a  m e a n s  o f  i m p r o v i n g  
f e r t i l i t y  i n  c a t t l e  a r e  d i f f i c u l t  t o  e x p l a i n *  H o w e v e r ,  
t h e  c o n d i t i o n s  o f  t h e  t r i a l s  V a r y  s o  m u c h  b e t w e e n  t h e  
d i f f e r e n t  g r o u p s  t h a t  n o  d e f i n i t e  c o n c l u s i o n  c a n  b e  r e a c h e d  
a t  p r e s e n t *
I t  w o u l d  a p p e a r  f r o m  t h e  s t u d i e s  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  
l e v e l s  d u r i n g  t h e  o e s t m u s  c y c l e  i n  t h e  n o r m a l  s e r i e s  of 
c o w s  t h a t  t h e  l e v e l ©  e a r l y  i n  t h e  c y c l e  m i g h t  b e  a  m o r e  
p r o f i t a b l e  l i n e  o f  a p p r o a c h  i n  e m b r y o  m o r t a l i t y  s t u d i e s #  
H o w e v e r ,  t h e  l e v e l s  a r e  s o  m u c h  l o w e r  a t  t h i s  t i m e  t h a t  a  
m o r e  s e n s i t i v e  m e t h o d  of e s t i m a t i o n  w o u l d  h a v e  t o  b e  e m p l o y e d *
3 ? r o g a © t e r o n e  l e v e l ©  i n  t h e  c l i n i c a l  c a s e ©  e x a m i n e d  
during t h i s  s t u d y  a p p e a r e d  to b e  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  n o r m a l i t y .
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W t  In vieif of the experimental work carried out h*y 
McDonald et a3.# (195%) on retention of foetal membrane© 
in the cow? it would appear that progesterone level© 
prior to parturition may he worth studying*

212
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A oarefui study was carried out of the method 
of Short (195B^ ) and Rowlands and Short (1959) for the 
estimation of progesterone in plasma and In corpora lutea 
respectively* For bovine plasma it was found necessary 
to aoetylate the first ciiromatogram eluate with an acetic 
anhydride/pyi^ idine mixture and auhjaet the residue to a 
further chromatography step* *fhese additional steps in#' 
creased the specificity of the method for progesterone and 
at the same time yielded a comparatively pure final product* 
In addition the incorporation of a radioactive marker to 
calculate individual recoveries was found to he an advantage 
in hotli plasma and luteal samples*
Using the above method plasma progesterone com# 
centration was measured throughout the oeetrous cycle in 
six normal dairy cows* fhe general pattern consisted of a 
gradual rise in progesterone concentration from near saro 
levels on the à ay of oestrus (day 1) until day 5 when a more 
rapid rise occurred up to a level of about 1*0 jxg/lQQ ml 
plasma on day 9* I’he level remained at about this value 
until day 16 when a decline occurred until near aero levels
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vîore reached on the eubseqtuent day of oestma* ^here 
appeared to be a considerable variation in the maximum 
levels attained during mld-oyole in individual oows*
range of values at this time in the six animals used 
was 0*65 to 1*44 pg/lOO ml plasma#
% e  removal of the oorpus luteum or ovaries 
during mid-oyole in the oow resulted in an initial rapid 
drop in plasma progesterone concentration followed by a 
more gradual decline* fhe fact that this occurred after 
the removal of either the corpus luteum or the ovaries 
indicated that the residual progesterone level did not 
originate from ovarian tissue other than the corpus luteum# 
It tentatively suggested that the residual level could 
be due to a contribution from either the adrenal gland or 
the body fat depots*
i?he subsequent determination of comparatively 
high levels of progesterone in the body fat of oovm at raid# 
cycle emphasised the latter as the more likely of the two 
sources, with the reservation that an adrenal contribution 
due to surgical stress could not be ruled out completely*
fhe rapid disappearance of injected progesterone 
from the circulating blood of the cow was in keeping with
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t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n e  m a d e  i n  o t h e r  s p e o i e a #  T h e r e  w a s  e v i d e n c e  
t o  © h o w  t h a t  t h i s  w a s  p a r t l y  d u e  t o  c a t a b o l i s m  o f  t h e  p r o #  
g e s t e r o n e  m o l e o u i e  a n d  p a r t l y  d u e  t o  u p t e k e  b y  t h e  b o d y  
t i s s u e s ,  p r o b a b l y  t h e  b o d y  f a t #  F u r t h e r m o r e  i t  w a s  s h o i m  
that renal excretion o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  p e r  a e  d i d  n o t  o c c u r  
t o  a n y  a p p r e c i a b l e  e x t e n t *  T h e  h a l f  l i f e  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  
i n  t h e  b l o o d  o f  t h e  c o w  appeared t o  b o  i n  t h e  o r d e r  o f  6  
m i n u t e s .
Progesterone in t h e  b o d y  f a t  o f  c o w a  a t  m i d # c y o l ©  
w a s  f o u n d  t o  b e  5  t o  1 0  t i m e s  t h a t  i n  the p l a s m a  a n d  t h e  
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  p r o g e s t e r o n e  f r o m  t h i s  s o u r c e  w a s  
c o n f i r m e d  b y  infra-red a n a l y s i s  a n d  g a s / l i q u i d  ohromato# 
g r a p i i y *  I n  f a t  f r o m  c o w s  e a i ' l y  in t h e  c y c l e ,  f r o m  o v a r i #  
e c t o m i a e d  cows a n d  f r o m  b u l l o c k s ,  p r o g e s t e r o n e  v m ©  n o t  
p r e s e n t  i n  a n y  m e a s u r a b l e  q u a n t i t y .  P r o g e s t e r o n e  w a s  a l s o  
f o u n d  i n  c o w s  m i l k  w h e r e  i t  appeared t o  r e f l e c t  t h e  l e v e l s  
f o u n d  i n  p l a s m a .  H o w e v e r ,  i n  s p i t e  o f  m i l k  b e i n g  more 
a v a i l a b l e  t h a n  p l a s m a ,  o w i n g  t o  i t ©  h i g h  f a t  c o n t e n t ,  i t  
w a ©  n o t  c o n s i d e r e d  t o  b e  a  b e t t e r  s o u r c e  o f  m a t e r i a l  f o r  
t h e  s t u %  o f  progesterone m e t a b o l i s m  i n  t h e  o o w .
Plasma a n d  luteal l e v e l s  o f  p r o g e s t e r o n e  w e r e  
s t u d i e d  i n  a  s e r i e s  o f  #  c o w s  a t  1 6  a n d  2 6  d a y s  a f t e r
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insemination* The level© of progesterone in the pregnant 
and non-pregnant animals when slaughtered at 16 days were 
of the same oz'der, while at 26 days the marked difference 
between the levels in p:eegnant and non-pregnant oowe could 
he accounted for by evidence of a recent ovulation in all 
cows In the latter group#
In this series of 40 oowo there appeared to he 
a relationship between the plasma levels and both the 
luteal weight and progesterone content# The higher blood 
levels appeared to be associated with the heaviest glands 
which ill general contained more progesterone# Conversely, 
blood levels were observed with small glands which 
generally contained less progesterone# The absolute and 
relative amounts of 20)3 hydroxy“pragesterone did not vary 
significantly amohg the groups*
Progesterone levels ware investigated in certain 
clinical oases made available through the Veterinary Hospital, 
namely cases of hydrops allantois and cases of retained foetal 
membranes# However, progesterone levels in these animals 
did not appear to differ significantly from those found in 
normal cows#
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FIGURE AP.l.
RADIOPROGESTERONE
CARBON ISOTOPE IN POSITION 4 
IN STEROID RING
217
f 3
c = o
PROGESTERONE— 4 — CI4
SPECIFIC ACTIVITY =  28-3 jUCURIES / MGMr
No. OF COUNTs/ m IN. RECOVERED 
RECOVERY =  No. OF COUNTS/MIN ADDED
EG.
5 0 0  X lOO 
lOOO
o
50Ï
2 1 8
PR E
Eadlofrogcetarone oontains an isotope of carbon 
(oarhQU X4) i n  position 4 in the steroid ring A *  as shoim 
in Figure Ap#l# 0,1 m*o, was purchased from the Radio# 
ohemioal Centre, Amorsham and was contained in 2 ml# bensene 
in a glass vial. The spool fie activity of this sample was 
stated to he 27*9 ;i#o*/mllligram#
#*# amount of progesterone in 0,1 m#o, of this sample
® (0.1 m .o, 100 P .O .)
#\ numher of disintegr&tions/min from this sample
B  3.58 X  27.9 X  3.7 X  1 0 ^  X  6 0
(1 p,o. B 3.7 X 10^ diaiBtagrationa/Boo.)
® 221,73^ ,040 dlsintegrations/min#
llffioienoy of Geiger#*Muller tube is in the order 
of 10/ 80 that only ©no tenth of the oounts will he registered,
lumber of counts required ^  1000 countB/min# in
21?O
0.2 ml. benîâone.
, * • final volume required
5000 X 10
« 4,450 ml.
The sample was dissolved In 100 ml of distilled 
benzene and aerially diluted to give approximately 1,000 
counts/min in 0#2 ml benzene# This contained approxi­
mately 0*2 )i.g. progeeterono # 4 014#
cBioic. on pmiTY of
25,000 counta/min. in 5 ml hensene and containing 
approximately 5 ug radioprogesterone v?ae concentrated and 
chromatographed in the noriaal aianner* The ©pot was eluted 
and indicated a value of 4*60 pg progocterono* The radio 
activity of the sample was 25,400 counta/min. which represents 
an approximate recovery of 90/#
This shows that 1000 counts of radioprogesterone
is equivalent to 4»60 x 1000 » 0,19 pg* progesterone.
25,400
This amount was therefore deducted from each 
corrected reading.
2 2 0
FiaUHE AP.2.
iPTOHAJIOCBAa OF fROGESCROBE - 4 - C14.
ORIGIN
PROGESTERONE
SOLVENT FRONT
2 2 1
shown above8
Humber of dieintegrations/min in 5*5B m>g®
progesterone - 4 " 014
^ 221,738,040
# *, 1 progesterone - 4 - 014 ” 221»738»Q40
3,580
« 61,938 di ©integrations/
min#
From speotrophotometrio estimation and oounting of progee# 
terone - 4 ** 014 it is known that 4*6 pg* radioprogesterone 
a 25,428 counts/min#
# * * Efficiency ?» 23#428 x 100
of a#M# 4*6 X 61,958
tube
1 ug radioprogesterone was chromatographed in the 
normal manner and after contact photography, the paper chrom­
atogram was placed in a cassette together with an X-ray film 
(unscreened). After 1 week the film was developed and as 
seen In Figure Ap.2* the darkening of the film caused by the 
radioactivity corresponded exactly to the Ef. of the marker 
progesterone. It will be seen that there is no evidence 
of radioactivity either at the origin or in the 20 epimer 
regions of the ohx’omatog^am.
2 2 2
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